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EEBHUB Task 6 Policy and Market Macro Modeling in the Region
To create and further develop analytical methods and analysis tools to quantitatively assess
market mechanisms and policy impact on energy efficient buildings market adoption for the
EEBHUB region.
Carnegie Mellon University’s Annual Report for EEBHub SubTask 6.3
Building Investment Decision Support for Energy Efficient Lighting Retrofits
Executive Summary
As a member of the Task 6.3 team in 2012, the Center for Building Performance and
Diagnostics at Carnegie Mellon University research goal was to demonstrate the economic,
environmental and human cost-benefits of investing in energy efficient building components
and integrated systems for retrofits for decision makers, with a focus on lighting retrofits. To
achieve this, the CMU team advanced three efforts:
1. Investigation of present lighting systems in building stock of North East region to identify
key retrofit opportunities.
2. Collection of laboratory and field studies that statistically demonstrated the impacts of
lighting retrofit strategies on energy, environmental quality, health and productivity.
3. Establishing costs and benefits of strategic lighting retrofit activities (ECMs) for
quantitative calculations of triple bottom line return on investments.
During the 2012 budget period, CMU also collaborated with the subtask 6.3 team on the
multi-tenant residential model development with the identification of energy conserving
measures and their pricing.
The research reveals that there are a wealth of significant arguments for office lighting
retrofits: the dominance of lighting loads in office buildings, the age and poor performance of
the lighting systems, the energy savings with excellent return on investment, the
environmental benefits of measurably reducing electric power loads, and the human benefits
of improving lighting quality for today‟s predominantly computational work tasks.
Based on the analysis of the Northeast building stock, CMU identified six “tiered” lighting
retrofit actions, from lowest first cost to highest first cost, which would yield substantial
energy, environmental and human cost benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Install occupancy/vacancy sensors for closed spaces.
Install daylight harvesting for perimeter lights.
Lower task-Ambient light levels and add task lights.
Use blinds effectively for daylight, shade and glare control & heat exchange at night.
Install individually addressable ballasts and lamps with lighting automation system.
Install LED task-ambient light fixtures with dimming and IP addressable controls.

For each of these retrofits, integrated solutions were outlined, and costs as well as
performance benefits were identified. To fully understand the performance benefits beyond
energy, an extensive literature review was undertaken to identify lab and field research that
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statistically linked lighting quality with energy, human health and productivity. For each
lighting retrofit option, the first cost per employee (the critical unit of health and productivity)
was evaluated against the 15-year life-cycle benefits in a triple bottom line calculation. The
first bottom line relates to the known hard cost-benefits of energy savings resulting from the
retrofit, with ROI‟s that range from 15- 45%. The second bottom line relates to the
environmental cost-benefits that are directly linked to electric energy savings: reductions in
CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, water, and peak power demands (capacity costs). The third
bottom line relates to the human cost benefits that are directly linked to improved lighting
quality for today‟s predominantly computational work tasks, as well as a number of other
human benefits identified from the literature. In addition to iterative and cumulative net
present value (NPV) calculations, ROI and simple paybacks are also calculated for each of
the six valuable lighting retrofit actions. In addition to an end of year report, an illustrated
brochure is being developed to ensure that these findings reach the building owner and
management community. The following figure is intended to capture the economic,
environmental and human benefits of lighting retrofits in today‟s office buildings.
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Chapter 1
Investigation of present lighting systems in building stock of North East region
to identify key retrofit opportunities.
In collaboration with EEBHUB Task 5 team, an investigation of the Northeast building stock
captured in CBECS and RECS was conducted for offices, schools and multifamily buildings to
ascertain the present state of lighting systems in buildings in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast
region. Based on analysis of CBECS 2003 data, lighting was identified as the largest source
energy load in US office buildings, since it is the largest electrical load and the second largest
site energy demand after heating (Figure 1). These figures determined that the effort for this year
should focus on lighting retrofit action in offices, while recognizing that lighting retrofits will also
be very significant for schools, warehouses and lodging, though the specific solution sets may be
different (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Lighting is the largest electric load.

Figure 2: Lighting End Use Intensities in Commercial buildings is second highest after heating.
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Equally significant is the growing rate of building lighting demands in US commercial buildings.

Figure 3: Annual Energy Projection (DOE/EIA, 2011)

For a database of over 450 buildings in CBECS it was identified that US office buildings in the
North East region are predominantly electrically lit for 76-100% of the building area (n=201
Figure 4). If a comparison is made with the offices in the Midwest region, it may be observed that
almost a comparable percentage is artificially lit, highlighting the large impact lighting retrofits
may have in the US.
Percentage of Office Area lit when open
in North East Region (n=201)

Percent of Buildings
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Figure 4: Percent of office lit when unoccupied (n=201 NE, 257 Midwest)

Approximately 60% of office buildings were found to be lit after business hours while unoccupied.
The percentage of “building lit when closed” responses is a statistically significant factor for
Lighting Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for the entire set of buildings (450, Figure 5) (p < 0.0001).
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The higher the percentage lit when unoccupied, the higher the lighting EUI, clearly delineating
the opportunity for upgrading lighting.
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Percent lit when unoccupied

Figure 5: EUI of lighting use by lit when occupied, Northeast (n=201)

For the Northeast region, research in office buildings also determined that recessed fluorescent
fixtures are predominant and that daylight has a significant impact on reducing energy use
(adding daylight to the set of ECM‟s to be evaluated). It was also found that less than 1% of the
buildings surveyed have sensors or automatic controls for their lighting, missing the 30-70%
savings that may be achieved if sensors and control strategies are implemented in those
buildings. Other findings were included in the first quarterly report.
Based on the analysis of the Northeast building stock, CMU identified six “tiered” lighting
retrofit actions, from lowest first cost to highest first cost, which would yield substantial
energy, environmental and human cost benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Install occupancy/vacancy sensors for closed spaces.
Install daylight harvesting for perimeter lights.
Lower task-Ambient light levels and add task lights.
Use blinds effectively for daylight, shade and glare control & heat exchange at night.
Install individually addressable ballasts and lamps with lighting automation system.
Install LED task-ambient light fixtures with dimming and IP addressable controls.

Following the investigation of CBECS data, questions remained that related to both baseline
lighting and daylighting conditions in the EEBHUB region and baseline energy use for lighting
and daylighting that could potentially be answered by the EEBHUB platform groups. CMU,
Drexel, and the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania have collaborated to identify
survey questions for building owners and tenants in the Philadelphia region.
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Chapter 2
Steps to Achieving Major Lighting Retrofit Cost-benefits
2.1 Identification of Lighting Retrofit Options
Carnegie Mellon employed a range of techniques to identify the best lighting retrofit options for
the EEBHub region that would reflect first costs, energy and carbon savings, pent-up
maintenance needs, and human health and performance benefits.
As previously discussed, CBECS data for the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast office building stock
reveals a number of critical factors contributing to a high energy use index (EUI): percent of
office lit when unoccupied; poor daylighting or daylighting control; and the rarity of lighting
automation (less than 1%) (EIA, 2003).
CMU‟s Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics has also undertaken extensive field
studies in federal workplaces over a 10 year period and identified a number of patterns in high
lighting energy use (CBPD, 2009):
 All buildings have installed lighting that is intended to provide both ambient lighting and
higher level task lighting from the ceiling fixtures (combined task and ambient).
 37% of the workstations have task lighting at the desk, typically underbin, in addition to
the task-ambient ceiling lighting.
 The connected „lighting power‟ in federal buildings significantly exceeds modern
standards of less than 1.2 watts/sqft (ASHRAE/IES 90.1-2004). The average lighting
power density in the buildings studied was greater than 2 watts/sqft for the ceiling taskambient alone, and 3 watts/sqft total with the additional workstation task lights. On
average, 2.4 watts/sqft of lighting was in use at the time of the studies.
 30% of the lights in the offices studied still have T-12 lamps with magnetic ballasts.
 60% of the lights in the offices studied still do not have parabolic louvers to reduce glare
on the computer screen.
A statistical sample of 286 workstations was measured for light levels on primary work surfaces
and screens, and user satisfaction questionnaires were distributed for comparison:
 57% of federal workstations do not have adequate light levels for paper-based work on
primary worksurfaces even with task lights on. This inadequacy, despite over 3
watts/square foot of connected lighting power, is predominantly due to misalignment of
fixtures and desks, shadowing from panels and storage, and the fact that task lights
cannot be relocated.
 At the same time, 43% of light levels are too high for computer-based work, with less than
500 lux recommended to meet IES standards. This is predominantly due to the lack of
parabolic louvers and the higher light levels installed for paper-based work.
Finally, CMU‟s Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics participated in the development
of the Pennsylvania Action Plan for Climate Change (PA-EPA, 2009), identifying lighting retrofits
as critical in the range of building improvements that can have a significant impact on energy use
and the associated pollutant levels in Pennsylvania (See Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Potential reduction in GHG levels by improvement in lighting in Pennsylvania

A number of key lighting retrofit strategies were identified in this detailed cost-benefit study for
the State: lowering lighting power density, upgrading lamps and fixtures, maximizing daylight
utilization, and adding advanced controls. In addition, significant energy savings and linked
carbon reduction was identified for replacing commercial building exit lighting, and upgrading
parking lot lighting, though not the subject of this report.
Based on these studies and a series of preliminary calculations, CMU identified six “tiered”
lighting retrofit actions, from lowest first cost to highest first cost, which would yield
substantial energy, environmental and human cost benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Install occupancy/vacancy sensors for closed spaces.
Install daylight harvesting for perimeter lights.
Lower task-Ambient light levels and add task lights.
Use blinds effectively for daylight, shade and glare control & heat exchange at night.
Install individually addressable ballasts and lamps with lighting automation system.
Install LED task-ambient light fixtures with dimming and IP addressable controls.
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2.2 Collection of laboratory and field studies that demonstrate the impacts of lighting
retrofit strategies on energy, environmental quality, health and productivity.
The CMU Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics has a long term effort focused on
identifying published lab and field studies that demonstrate the human benefits of high
performance buildings. Beginning in Year 1 of the EEBHub, CMU undertook an extensive
literature review effort to identify published laboratory, simulation and field studies that
quantitatively link investments in high performance building retrofits to energy and FM savings,
health benefits, and productivity gains. Additional studies relating to lighting components and
systems were added to the larger system set that has been categorized by environmental
outcome, building type and cost-benefit as shown below (Figure 7).
Environmental outcome or
goal (Independent variables)

Type of
Facility/Building:

Improvement benefits
(Dependent variable)

Air
Ergonomics
Lighting
Natural environment
Network Access
Privacy & interaction
Temperature

Commercial
Educational
Government
Parks and recreation
Residential
Transportation

Churn
Codes and Regulations
Energy
First cost
Health
Operation & Maintenance
(O&M)
Productivity/ Retention

Figure 7: Classification of laboratory, simulation, and field case studies

Short summaries and references for all studies reviewed in Year 2 is attached in Appendix 6.1.
More detailed two page summaries of the reviewed articles, that demonstrate the extended
economic benefits of investment in lighting retrofits, were appendices in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
quarter reports. Section three uses the selected studies to link high performance lighting
solutions to energy, health and productivity outcomes to complete triple bottom line calculations
for the six advanced energy retrofit actions.
2.3 Establishing costs and benefits of strategic lighting retrofits for quantitative
calculations
For each of the six lighting retrofit options, the first cost per employee (since the employee is the
critical unit of health and productivity) and first cost per square foot is evaluated against the 15year life-cycle benefits in a triple bottom line calculation.
The CMU team gathered first costs and identified a range of lighting component and system
investments with measured energy benefits. The costs were collected from both literature and
direct communications with manufacturers and professionals specifying lighting and daylighting
components and systems. The costs of the six lighting retrofits can vary significantly based on
existing technology in the building, variations in the product and labor market, and existing
intentions of the building owner to upgrade their buildings. The industry-university team has
collected average technology and labor costs for each of these retrofit recommendations given a
medium size office of 100,000 square feet on 3-5 floors with 500 employees.. Energy saving
calculations are based on Mid Altantic CBECS averages of 6.8 kWh/sqft of annual lighting
energy use, 2.4 kWh/sqft of annual cooling energy, 10.1 kWh/sqft of annual heating energy, and
1.5 kWh/sqft of annual ventilation energy use (CBPD, 2012).
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The first bottom line calculations capture the hard economic cost-benefits of energy savings
resulting from each of the six retrofit actions, with ROI‟s ranging from 15-45%. The cost of energy
was set at $0.103/kwh, the average all-inclusive commercial fixed rate in the US (EIA 2012).
The second bottom line calculations capture the environmental cost-benefits that are directly
linked to electric energy savings: reductions in CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, and water
demands (see figure 8 below). CMU‟s Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics has
undertaken a multi-year effort to build baselines on the environmental benefits of electric energy
savings. The latest table of references is attached in Appendix 6.2. CO2, SOx, NOx, PM are four
pollutants that represent a majority of the environmental damage from burning fossil fuels to
generate electricity (Kats & Capital, 2003). In addition to global warming, other consequences of
these pollutants include respiratory illness, cancers, and developmental impairment. Mercury
was also included in the second bottom line calculations for upgrading to LEDs from fluorescent
lamps. Peak power load reductions were not included at this time, through the economic and
environmental benefits of reducing peak power demands should be included in the future.
National average inclusive cost of electricity
Electricity
$0.103
Costs related to national average of ton of pollutant concentrations per kwh
CO2
$0.010
SOx
$0.012
NOx
$0.003
PM10
$0.001
Cost related to the national average gallons of water per kwh
Water
$0.004
Figure 8: National average commercial $/kwh and linked environmental cost assumptions

The third bottom line relates to the human (equity) cost-benefits that are directly linked to
improved lighting quality. The human benefits associated with each recommendation have been
drawn from the ongoing work of the Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics to
aggregate research linking the quality of buildings to health and productivity outcomes in BIDS:
the Building Investment Decision Support Tool (CBPD, 2008). The specific research findings
that have been included in each calculation have been summarized in the following sections, and
include gains in human health, productivity, and reduced absenteeism.
The CMU team has completed triple bottom line (TBL) justifications for investing in low and
medium cost lighting retrofits to help decision makers move beyond first-least-cost decision
making. The calculation approach was refined using the United Nations ICLEI Triple Bottom Line
standards, in which benefits are categorized in one of three categories relating to the three E‟s
(1) Economic (2) Environmental (3) Equity, also often discussed as the three P‟s (1) Profit (2)
Planet and (3) People.
The TBL life-cycle benefits of each of the recommendations have been calculated in three
successive “return on investment” groups to offer decisionmakers the choice of where they are
willing to draw the line, with: „hard‟ economic cost benefits in the first bottom line; environmental
cost-benefits that may be legislated or incentivized in the second bottom line; and the human
cost-benefits that should drive standards and investments in buildings in the third bottom line.
Calculations are based on a 15-year time frame with costs for “tiered” lighting investments
specific to existing buildings.
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Chapter 3
The Triple Bottom Line Cost Benefits of Six Major Lighting Retrofit Cost-benefits
3.1 Install occupancy (actually vacancy) sensors for closed spaces
The lowest cost high payback lighting retrofit action for building owners and managers is to install
occupancy sensors in all closed spaces on the occupied floor. These spaces include closed
offices, conference rooms, copy rooms, bathrooms, and storage areas, and account for over
25% of the floor area in most office buildings (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Typical space Allocation in GSA buildings

Though very sporadically used, the lights in these spaces remain on for extensive periods,
incurring significant energy costs without occupant benefit. For example, conference spaces
have typical rates of occupancy that range from an average of 30% to a high of 70%, and closed
offices have typical rates of occupancy as low as 35% (Figure 10 from DEGW for GSA). The
periodic use of as much as 25% of the floor area for an average of 35% of the time offers
significant energy savings opportunity through occupancy controls.

Figure 10: DEGW tracks occupancy and activities in workspaces for GSA
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Occupancy sensors have dramatically improved in the past decade, and no longer have
occupants waving their arms to be seen. While the first generation of occupancy sensors often
inaccurately assumed a space was empty when activity was low, the newest generation of
sensors combine acoustic and thermal information to be very robust. These affordable, quick
payback sensors are often tied to manual controls that enable the occupant to customize the
preferred occupancy line of sight, duration, and even light level thresholds to meet local
functional requirements (reference EBN, 2003).

Cooper Controls NeoSwitch - 120/277V combines
Ultrasonic (US) and Passive Infrared (PIR)sensor
technologies to monitor a room for occupancy. It
contains the option for manually turning lights on or
automatically, but lights will turn off automatically when
no one is present.

The Wattstopper RD-250 is a wall occupancy
sensor/switch. In addition to adjustable time delay and
light level sensor settings, it contains the option for
manually turning lights on or automatically, but lights
will turn off automatically when no one is present.

Figure 11: Example of occupancy sensors with critical attributes
for occupant satisfaction and energy savings

Given the high percentage of conference rooms and closed offices that have windows, it is
important that these sensors do not turn on lights unnecessarily, as older „occupancy‟ sensors
would. In these rooms, the occupants should turn on the lights manually, and the sensors should
be set to instead turn off the lights automatically, thus becoming „vacancy sensors‟. The State of
California has refined their standards to make vacancy sensors mandatory instead of occupancy
sensors, to reflect the importance of using daylighting whenever possible. After manually turning
on the light upon entering (if daylight is inadequate), the sensor will automatically turn off the light
when you leave - for the highest level of sustained energy savings and user satisfaction.
Vacancy sensors and switches can be installed without full automation systems, making them
cost effective retrofits for all closed spaces, and even stairwells where allowable by law.

Costs and Benefits of Vacancy Sensors
The material and labor costs for introducing switches that incorporate occupancy sensors (set to
vacancy operation) in each closed space are roughly $150 per room. Given the average number
of conference rooms, closed offices, storage rooms, kitchen and copy rooms, bathrooms, and
service rooms per 100,000 square foot building, first costs are set at 0.75/sqft installed. The
sensors must be professionally installed to ensure correct sensor settings and space coverage,
so that lights do not go off inappropriately, and controls are optimum for the activities planned.
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Per Sq ft

Per room

First cost (for a 100,000 sq ft building)

$ 0.25

$ 50

Installation labor cost

$ 0.50

$ 100

Initial investment costs

$ 0.75

$ 150

The economic benefit of investing in vacancy sensors includes the annual energy savings
demonstrated in numerous field studies as well as facility management and maintenance
savings. The initial investment cost assumes that occupancy sensors are installed in the 25% of
the 100,000 sq. ft office building typically dedicated to meeting rooms, closed offices, and service
spaces (see Figure 9). For the calculations, an average lighting savings of 50% in these spaces
has been assumed based on findings in three studies: 40% of lighting energy use in closed
spaces with occupancy sensors in EPA (1998), 43% in Maniccia et al. (1998), and 66-71% in
Mahdavi et al. (2008) (see Figure 12). An average of fifty percent savings in the 25% closed
spaces of a baseline building would translate to a 13% lighting energy savings for the building.
Balancing the costs and the benefits, the first bottom line calculation reveals that energy savings
alone offers payback of less than 2 years and an ROI of 45%.

Initial investment
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft
$ 0.75

Per employee
$ 38
$ 18,750

(for a 25% baseline building area)

Profit
1st Bottom Line

Lighting Energy savings (13% avg) a.
O & M Savings (FM)
st

Annual 1 Bottom line Savings
ROI (Economic)
15 year Net Present Value (Economic)
(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period
a.

$0.08

$17

-

-

$0.08

$17
45%
$ 64,366
2

years

Average value based on findings from EPA (1998), Maniccia et al. (1998) and Mahdavi et al. (2008).

The environmental benefits of each kWh saved through vacancy sensors in typical office
environments has also been calculated, with CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, and water impacts.
As carbon trading and climate exchanges emerge, along with peak demand control pricing,
building owners may directly pocket these savings, shifting them to economic benefits.
Meanwhile these actions are valued at their potential to reduce global warming, a valuation that
could in the future include the benefits of minimizing power plant pollution for short and long term
human health. The second bottom line calculation below combines the economic gains from the
first bottom line with the GHG environmental benefits to achieve paybacks of 20 months!
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Initial investment
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft

Per employee

$ 0.75

$ 38
$ 18,750

(for a 25% baseline building area)

Profit and Planet

2nd Bottom Line

Environmental benefits from Energy
savings of:
Air pollution emissions (SOx, NOx, PM)

0.85 kWh

169 kWh

$0.014

$3

CO2 reduction

$0.008

$2

Water savings

$0.003

$1

$0.025

$6

nd

Annual 2 bottom line savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

59%
$83,697
20 months

Turning off lights in unoccupied spaces will not improve the health or productivity of the
occupants in a building. As a result, the third ROI calculation of human benefits is not included.
With energy savings alone, the payback for this retrofit will be close to 2 years. With energy and
environmental savings, the focus of any corporation and agency that has set carbon goals, the
payback for this retrofit would be even sooner. In addition, the hardware and installation costs for
robust occupancy sensors are coming down, making their utilization in all closed offices and
conference rooms the highest priority investment. Given that over 25% of spaces may be closed
in typical office buildings, this retrofit measure can save up to 13% of a medium size office
building‟s total lighting energy.
Important Links:
http://www.focusonenergy.com/files/document_management_system/business_programs/occup
ancysensor_factsheet.pdf
http://www.buildinggreen.com/auth/article.cfm/2003/6/1/Lighting-Controls-Beyond-the-ToggleSwitch/
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Figure 12: Field experiments reflect 43 to 71% energy savings from occupancy sensors
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3.2 Install daylight harvesting for perimeter lights
The second cost-effective retrofit action for lighting energy savings is the installation of daylight
sensors for on/off or dimming controls of the first and second rows of lights on each building
facade. This modest investment in new controls for groups of lights ensures up to 35% energy
savings through „daylight harvesting‟, savings that are possible even in large, deep buildings with
windows (Verderber & Rubinstein, 1984). CBECS data on office buildings in the Mid-Atlantic
region reveal a measurable 22% drop in the intensity of energy use in buildings with high
percentages of daylit spaces.

Figure 13: Total energy use is lowest in offices with measurable daylighting (CBECS 2003)

Just as occupancy sensors have dramatically improved in the last 20 years, daylight sensors
have as well. To ensure that the sensors are not disabled or covered by occupants, critical
attributes for selection of daylight sensors include: programmable thresholds for acceptable
daylight minimums, relocatable sensors to address variations in office layout, and assurance of
gradual light level changes through dimming or time limited switching.

Sensorswitch CM-PC monitors daylight conditions
in the room and turns off the lights when sufficient
natural light is present and turning them on when
necessary. It can be incorporated into an
occupancy sensor system. The lights turn on at a
programmable threshold point.

Lutron Radio Powr Savr™ wireless ceilingmounted daylight sensor responds when
sufficient daylight is available to decrease or
turn off electric light; with wireless technology.

Figure 14: Example daylight sensors for occupant satisfaction and energy savings
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Daylight sensors and switches can be installed without full automation systems, and can be
introduced with wireless interfaces to existing fixtures, making them cost effective retrofits.
Costs and Benefits of Daylight Sensors
On the cost side, there are material and labor costs for introducing new daylight sensors and
controllers to each row of perimeter lights for independent switching. Encelium, Lutron and
several other lighting control companies have developed wireless controls that can be added to
existing ballasts in combination with well-placed daylight sensors. A web based controller is then
available for calendar-driven or daylight-sensor-driven switching of each row. This lighting
system is a quick and low cost retrofit for the majority of buildings.
Per Sq ft

Per employee

First cost (for a 100,000 sq ft building)

$ 0.45

$ 30

Installation + labor cost

$ 0.50

$ 33

Initial investment costs

$ 0.95

$ 63

On the benefit side of the equation, the economic ROI is calculated using annual energy savings.
A conservative estimate of 30% lighting savings in the building‟s perimeter has been assumed
based on a lab and field study by Lee and Selkowitz (1998) that identifies 30% energy savings
due to daylight harvesting in a mock-up study of the New York Times office building (see Figure
15). Other studies conducted by Verderber & Rubinstein (1984) and Jennings et al. (2000)
identify even greater light energy savings of 64% and 46% respectively when a combination of
daylighting controls and occupancy sensors are used.

Initial investment
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft

Per employee

$0.95

$63
$ 31,667

(for 1/3 baseline building perimeter area)

Profit
1st Bottom Line

Energy savings (30%) (Lee and Selkowitz,1998)
O & M Savings (FM)
st

Annual 1 bottom line Savings
ROI (Economic)
15 year Net Present Value (Economic)
(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

$0.07

$14

-

-

$0.07

$14
21%
$ 51,493
5 years

The environmental benefits of each kWh saved through vacancy sensors in typical office
environments has also been calculated, with CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, and water impacts.
As carbon trading and climate exchanges emerge, along with peak demand control pricing,
building owners may directly pocket these savings, shifting them to economic benefits.
Meanwhile these actions are valued at their potential to reduce global warming, a valuation that
could in the future include the benefits of minimizing power plant pollution for short and long term
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human health. The second bottom line calculation below combines the economic gains from the
first bottom line with the GHG environmental benefits to achieve paybacks of 3.5 years.

Initial investment
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft

Per employee

$0.95

$63
$ 31,667

(for 1/3 baseline building perimeter area)

Profit and Planet

2nd Bottom Line

Environmental benefits from Energy
savings of
Air pollution emissions (SOx,NOx, PM)

0.68 kWh

135 kWh

$0.01

$2

CO2 Reduction

$0.01

$1

Water Savings

$0.003

$1

$0.02

$4

Annual 2nd bottom line savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment)

28%
$66,958

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

3.5 years

The human benefits of daylight contributions in the workspace are measurable. Providing full
spectrum light is an important factor in health and absenteeism, and dynamic light levels are
critical to melatonin production. Daylighting should be a priority in the workplace, particularly
since higher light levels can be achieved at a lower energy cost. A field study conducted by
Figueiro et al. (2002) identifies a 15% increase in time dedicated to visual work tasks (Figure 16)
which constitutes 25-30% of time spent at work, resulting in a potential performance
improvement of 3.75% related to the benefits of daylight. A case study by Thayer (1995)
identifies a15% reduction in absenteeism, also used in the calculations below (Figure 17).The
human benefits of daylighting have been calculated in the third bottom line based on the above
studies with cumulative savings from all three bottom lines now revealed.

Initial investment
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft

Per employee

$0.95

$63
$ 31,667

(for 1/3 baseline building perimeter area)

3rd Bottom Line

Profit, Planet and People
Productivity increase (3.75%) (Figueiro et al.,2002)

$0.98

$197

Absenteeism reduction (15%) (Thayer,1995)

$0.15

$29

$1.13

$226

rd

Annual 3 bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
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Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment + Equity)

$305,881

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

9 months

With energy savings alone, the payback for this retrofit will be 5 years. With energy and
environmental savings, the focus of any corporation and agency that has set carbon goals, the
payback for this retrofit will be 3.5 years. The human benefits, however, give this retrofit almost
immediate payback.
Given that up to 100% of spaces could be (and have been historically) daylit in many medium
sized office buildings, this retrofit measure can save up to 70% of a medium size office buildings
total lighting energy. Given deeper section buildings, daylight harvesting can save 10-35% of the
lighting energy.
Useful links:
http://www.lrc.rpi.edu/researchAreas/controls.asp
http://www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/daylighting/dr_controls.asp

Figure 15: Field experiment that reflects 30% energy savings from daylighting
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Figure 16: Field experiments that reflect 15% increase in productivity due to daylighting

Figure 17: Field experiment that reflects 15% decrease in absenteeism due to daylighting
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3.3

Lower task ambient light and add task lights

Existing lighting power densities in US offices (over 2 watts per square foot) and light levels (over
500 lux) are excessively high for the nature of work today. A study in federal workplaces by the
Center for Building Performance at CMU reveals that less than 20% of the time is spent at paper
based tasks such as reading or researching with traditional materials (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: Light levels need to be aligned with tasks

While full lighting system replacements can offer major energy savings, de-lamping or reducing
ceiling lighting output and adding task lights also provides substantial results, especially given
the 6-8 watt LED task lights available today. The typical ceiling light fixture today has multiple 32watt lamps that are turn on simultaneously to deliver over 500 lux of task and ambient lighting
throughout the office, at times aligned with the work surface where paper based work is ongoing.
This results in the consumption of 64-138 watts of electricity per workstation to support the
occasional paper-based work, as compared to the 6-8 watts in an LED task light that the user
can position directly on the task. To better align light levels with the computer based task, ceiling
based lighting should be lowered to ambient levels of 200-300 lux and task lights should be
provided. These task lights should be relocatable, include adjustable arms, and manually
controllable with on-off or dimming switches. If not cost prohibitive, occupancy sensors or
wireless control interfaces are a bonus.
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Finelite Curve is a LED dimmable desk task light. It
delivers up to 49 Lumens Per Watt, consumes just 8
watts of power and can have up to a 30 year life
(with typical office use).

The Humanscale Tolomeo LED is a flexible task
light. It delivers consumes just 10 watts of power
and is made from 64% recycled content. Lifespan is
rated for 50,000 hours of use.

Figure 19: LED Task Lamps use 6-8 watts for over 500 lux of light for paper based tasks

Costs and Benefits of Reducing Ambient Lighting and Adding Task Lights
On the cost side, there is the labor cost of de-lamping fixtures - from 4 to 3 or 2 lamps, or from 3
to 2 lamps, throughout the workplace. Fixtures not directly aligned with work surfaces and tasks
especially should be de-lamped. If dimming ballasts already exist, there is the labor cost of
resetting light level output to achieve 200-300 lux for computer based tasks rather than 500 lux
or more for paper based tasks. In addition, under-cabinet lighting should be removed, since it is
far more energy intensive than the task lights of today and rarely illuminates the most critical task
surfaces. At least one high performance LED task light should be purchased for each
workstation.
Per Sq ft

Per employee

Cost for reducing ambient light levels

$ 0.16

$ 31

Cost for LED Desk Lamp

$ 0.82

$ 164

Initial investment (for a 100,000 sft building)

$ 0.98

$ 195

On the benefit side of the equation, the economic ROI includes the annual energy and
maintenance savings. The lighting energy savings used in the analysis is based on a lighting
experimental study by Dr. Yun Gu (2011) for her PhD dissertation entitled “The Impacts of Realtime Knowledge Based Personal Lighting Control on Energy Consumption, User Satisfaction and
Task Performance in Offices.‖ This controlled human subject research involved the assessment
of multiple lighting control options and user interfaces with expert feedback, incorporating energy
monitoring, task performance testing, and user satisfaction surveys. It concluded that lowering
task-ambient light levels and adding high efficiency task lights for user control could save over
40% of lighting energy, improve light levels for task by over 100 lux, and increase user
satisfaction. The maintenance savings of lowering ambient lighting are based on first cost
savings from fewer fixtures and simulation study by Knissel (1999) that identifies an 88%
reduction in primary energy consumption and maintenance savings of 0.05/sq ft as a result of
effective daylighting, split task and ambient lighting ( Figure 21). While not quantified here, there
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could also be spatial churn cost-benefits, since task lighting can now move with the worksurface, eliminating the need to relocate or add ceiling fixtures with changing densities of
workstations.
With energy savings alone, the payback for this retrofit will be 3 years.

Initial investment costs

Per sq ft

Per employee

$0.98

$196

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 98,000

Profit
1st Bottom Line

Lighting Energy savings (40%) (Gu,2011)

$0.27

$54

(Knissel,1999)

$0.09

$18

Annual 1 bottom line Savings

$0.36

$72

O & M Savings (FM)
st

ROI (Economic)

37%

15 year Net Present Value (Economic)

$ 274,424

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

3 years

The environmental benefits of each kWh saved through vacancy sensors in typical office
environments has also been calculated, with CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, and water impacts.
As carbon trading and climate exchanges emerge, along with peak demand control pricing,
building owners may directly pocket these savings, shifting them to economic benefits.
Meanwhile these actions are valued at their potential to reduce global warming, a valuation that
could in the future include the benefits of minimizing power plant pollution for short and long term
human health. The second bottom line calculation below combines the economic gains from the
first bottom line with the GHG environmental benefits to achieve paybacks of 2 years.

Initial investment costs

Per sq ft

Per employee

$0.98

$196

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 98,000

2nd Bottom Line

Profit and Planet
Environmental benefits from energy
savings of
Air pollution emissions

2.71 kWh

542 kWh

$0.04

$9

CO2 reductions

$0.03

$5

Water savings

$0.01

$2

$0.08

$16

nd

Annual 2 bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment)

45%
$ 336,284

(With the value of money at 10% discount rate)
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Payback Period

2 years

The human benefits of shifting to lower ambient and user controlled task lighting identified in
BIDS research studies include reduced headaches as well as greater speed and accuracy at
complex tasks and production. The health and productivity benefits are based on a study by
Çakir and Çakir (1998) that identifies a 19% reduction in headaches for workers with separate
task and ambient lighting, as compared to workers with ceiling-only combined task and ambient
lighting (see Figure 22) as well as a study by Nishihara et al. (2006) that identifies an 11%
improvement on task such as triple digit multiplication task (p=0.01) when subjects could control
their task lights (Figure 23).With these productivity and health benefits, the payback for delamping and providing task lights for employees is immediate.

Initial investment costs

Per sq. ft

Per employee

$0.98

$196

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 98,000

Profit, Planet and People
Health benefits (19%)

(Cakir & Cakir,1998)

3rd Bottom Line

Productivity increase (11%)

$0.07

$14

(Nishihara et al., 2006)

$0.90

$178

(Schwartz et al,1997)

$0.03

$6

$1.00

$198

Absenteeism reduction (1%)

Annual 3rd bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment + Equity)

146%
$1,088,974

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

8 months

Given that less than 50% of office floors are dedicated to individual workstations, and given the
shift to predominantly computer-based tasks for which lower ambient lighting levels are
preferred, this retrofit measure can save up to 40% of a medium size office building‟s total
lighting energy.
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Figure 20: Building case study shows energy savings and up to 6% productivity improvement

Figure 21: Field experiment that reflects 88% energy savings from split task and ambient lighting
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Figure 22: Study which reflects a reduction in headaches from split task and ambient lighting

Figure 23: Study which reflects improved productivity due to split ambient and task lighting
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3.4 Use blinds effectively for daylight, shade and glare control as well as heat
exchange control at night
The fourth lighting retrofit recommendation for which life cycle costing has been completed is
to use venetian blinds more effectively for daylighting and thermal control. Blinds serve a
number of critical purposes that include glare control and shading. When blinds are well
designed and well managed, they can ensure high levels of daylight without glare and
overheating and provide critically needed views of the natural environment. Appropriate
usage of blinds can even reduce heat loss on winter nights and allow for night sky cooling on
summer nights. In a separate EEBHub project undertaken by CMU‟s Center for Building
Performance, the following energy savings were identified when appropriate venetian blinds
management strategies were used (see Figure 24):
1) Arranging blinds in a down yet open position, or down and 45° slope position reduces
indoor temperatures by 2oF while maintaining desktop light levels above 200 lux,
resulting in a 2.2% reduction in summer cooling loads.
2) Opening blinds fully on clear summer nights provides 3°F of free night cooling through
radiant exchange to the night sky.
3) Opening blinds on winter days, at times when solar glare is not an issue, provides 3°F
of free passive solar heat.
4) Most critically, appropriately managing blinds for effective daylighting ensures over
32% of lighting energy savings and provides occupants with critically needed views.

Figure 24: During cooling periods, closing S and E blinds in the morning and opening them at night
o
reduced indoor temperatures 2-3 F for a 2.2% cooling energy savings.

Costs and Benefits of Daylighting
On the cost side of the equation, two different calculations are needed: one for office
buildings that have existing blinds, and one for buildings that require new blind investments.
Since a majority of office buildings already have venetian blinds installed, the lowest cost
solution to increasing daylighting without excessive overheating is to set up schedules and
train occupants as to effective blind management. The schedules will be dependent on the
office building‟s climate, the orientation of the facades being controlled, and the activities in
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the adjacent space. The costs of managing blinds for cooling energy savings can vary
substantially. Building occupants can be empowered with email alerts to lower the blinds and
position them at a 90° or 45° tilt for shading on warm days. They can be reminded to open
them again before cool nights to increase radiant and conductive exchange to the night sky.
This has a modest manpower cost of five minutes per person per day, or even less if they are
positioned once for the heating and cooling seasons. At a different level of investment,
existing blinds could be automated with distributed motors linked to building automation
systems for controlling through wired or wireless connections. While this has a substantial
cost of over $50 per blind, a new generation of motors driven by photovoltaic cells on the
surface of the blinds may make this significantly cheaper in the future.
If new blinds are to be purchased, the ideal blinds would be highly reflective in color and
inverted (cupped facing upwards) to redistribute daylight to the ceiling plane. The inverted
blinds could even have a seasonally “smart” profile that reflects high sun angles back
outdoors to reduce solar gain in the cooling season, and reflects low sun angles into the
space to increase solar gain in the heating season (see Retrosolar™ profile below in Figure
25). Even better are exterior blinds that can be raised, lowered and tilted, though these are
rare in the US. The first cost for new blind purchases has been derived from Means Cost
Guides and manufacturer estimates, assuming 30% of the baseline building surface area as
windows to be equipped with new blinds.
Per Sq ft

Per employee

First cost (for buildings with existing blinds)

$0.25

$50

First cost (for new blinds)

$3.00

$100

Figure 25: Examples of High Performance Inverted Blinds (Retrosolar™)

Balancing the costs and the benefits, a triple bottom line calculation has been completed in the
following tables, first to address manual blind control and second to include the costs of buying
and managing new manual blinds. The cost of using existing blinds is calculated based on facility
management and occupant time involved, and adding venetian blinds doubles the cost with
inclusion of management time. Automated blinds were not calculated in this study.
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On the benefit side of the equation, the economic ROI includes the annual energy savings for
both lighting and cooling energy in the Philadelphia region. The lighting energy savings are
estimated at 32% based on measured field results from De Carli and De Giuli (2009) in field
studies with automated blinds and mixed user behavior (Figure 26), and measured field results in
the Center for Building Performance (2012). A conservative estimate for the cooling energy
savings of 20% are based on field study results from Lee et al. (1998), who measured a 7-15%
lighting energy savings and a 19-52% cooling energy savings with dynamic Venetian blinds
(Figure 27).
Managing Existing Blinds
Per sq ft
Per employee
Annual FM/Training Costs

$0.25

Investment for a 100,000 sq.ft building

$50
$25,000

Profit
1st Bottom Line

Lighting Energy savings (32%) (Carli and Giuli,2009)
Cooling Energy savings (20%)

(Lee et al.,1998)

st

Annual 1 bottom line savings

$0.07

$14

$0.02

$3

$0.09

$17

ROI (Economic)

35%

15 year Net Present Value (Economic)

$ 67,095

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

3 years

Buying and Managing New Inverted Venetian Blinds
Per sq ft
Initial investment costs
$2.75

Per employee

(for baseline building with 30% window wall ratio)

Annual FM/Training Costs
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$0.25

$50
$50

$ 52,000

(with new blinds)

Profit
1st Bottom Line

Lighting Energy savings (32%)(Carli and Giuli,2009)
Cooling Energy savings (20%)

(Lee et al.,1998)

st

Annual 1 bottom line savings
ROI (Economic)
15 year Net Present Value (Economic)
(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

$0.07

$14

$0.02

$3

$0.09

$17
17%
$ 67,095
6 years

The environmental benefits of each kWh saved through vacancy sensors in typical office
environments has also been calculated, with CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, and water impacts.
As carbon trading and climate exchanges emerge, along with peak demand control pricing,
building owners may directly pocket these savings, shifting them to economic benefits.
Meanwhile these actions are valued at their potential to reduce global warming, a valuation that
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could in the future include the benefits of minimizing power plant pollution for short and long term
human health. The second bottom line calculation below combines the economic gains from the
first bottom line with the GHG environmental benefits to achieve paybacks of 2-5 years.
Managing Existing Blinds
Per sq ft
Annual FM/Training Costs

Per employee

$0.25

$50

Investment for a 100,000 sq.ft building

$25,000

Profit and Planet

2nd Bottom Line

Environmental benefits from energy
savings of
Air pollution emissions (SOx, NOx, PM)

0.72 kWh

176 kWh

$0.01

$3

CO2 reductions

$0.01

$2

Water savings

$0.004

$1

$0.02

$6

Annual 2nd bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value

46%
$ 87,246

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

2 years

Buying and Managing New Inverted Venetian Blinds
Per sq ft
Per employee
Initial investment costs
$2.75
$50
(for baseline building with 30% window wall ratio)

Annual FM/Training Costs
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$0.25

$50
$ 52,000

(with new blinds)

Profit and Planet

2nd Bottom Line

Environmental benefits from energy
savings of
Air pollution emissions (SOx, NOx, PM)

0.72 kWh

176 kWh

$0.01

$3

CO2 reductions

$0.01

$2

Water savings

$0.004

$1

$0.02

$6

nd

Annual 2 bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period
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The human benefits that have been identified in BIDS research studies relate to the value of
both daylighting and views for productivity and health, as well as the importance of sunshine
for health in winter and shading for comfort in summer. The impact of well managed daylight
for productivity include a 3% improvement in visual tasks related to reduced glare, captured
in a 2006 field study by Zhang and Altan and combined with findings from Osterhaus and
Bailey (2011) (Figure 28). A field study by Heschong et al. (2003) identified an an even more
substantial 6.7% improvement in Average Handling Time (AHT) for call center employees
with seated access to larger windows and a view with vegetation from their cubicles, as
compared to employees with no view of the outdoors (Figure 29). Finally, absenteeism
savings are calculated based on a 15% reduction in absenteeism for occupants that have
access to daylight identified by Romm and Browning in a 1994 study (Figure 17).
Managing Existing Blinds
Annual FM/Training Costs

Per sq ft

Per employee

$0.25

$50

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$25,000

3rd Bottom Line

Profit, Planet and People
Productivity increase (3%) (Zhang and Altan,2011)

$0.79

$158

Absenteeism reduction (15%)(Thayer,1995)

$0.15

$29

Annual 3rd bottom line savings

$0.94

$187

Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment + Equity)

419%
$ 797,456

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

2 months

Buying and Managing New Inverted Venetian Blinds
Per sq ft
Per employee
Initial investment costs
$2.75
$50
(for baseline building with 30% window wall ratio)

Annual FM/Training Costs
Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$0.25

$50
$ 52,000

(with new blinds)

3rd Bottom Line

Profit, Planet and People
First year savings:
Productivity increase (3%) (Zhang and Altan,2011)

$0.79

$158

Absenteeism reduction (15%) (Thayer,1995)

$0.15

$29

Annual 3rd bottom line savings

$0.94

$187
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Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
(value of money at 10% discount rate)
Payback Period

202%
$ 797,456
1 year

The resulting paybacks for investing in blinds and occupant or facility staff commitment to
blind management is less than one year. Given that 25-100% of workstations may be within
15 feet of a window wall, the management of venetian blinds for effective daylighting without
glare can save up to 35% of a medium size office building‟s total lighting energy.

Figure 26: Study that shows a 32% reduction in electricity use through the use of blinds
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Figure 27: Study that reflects savings in cooling energy with the use of blinds

Figure 28: Study shows an increase in productivity due to proper shading devices
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Figure 29: Study shows an increase in productivity due to windows in the workspace

Important Links:
http://eetd.lbl.gov/effect-venetian-blinds-daylight-photoelectric-controlperformance ;
http://windows.lbl.gov/software/window/7/VerticalVB.htm
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3.5

Install individually addressable ballasts and high performance lamps
with DALI automation into existing fixtures

The fifth lighting retrofit recommendation for which cost benefit analysis has been completed is to
invest in individually addressable dimming ballasts combined with automated lighting control
systems. DALI (digital addressable lighting interface) combines digitally addressable ballasts with
distributed controllers for two-way communication between occupants and building automation
systems for local lighting control. While this is first cost intensive, there are multiple reasons why
a significant number of existing offices should engage in lighting automation retrofits, including:
a) In US offices, open workstations are moving from a modest 15% of gross floor area to become
the predominant workstation type occupying up to 50% of the gross floor area, with the
remainder taken by circulation, active storage, conference, lobby, rest rooms, stairways and
support spaces. Lighting control in open plan workstations is confined to under-cabinet lights and
task lights (often purchased by the occupants). As a result, lighting power densities often exceed
2.5 watts/ square foot (GSA, 2009) with both ceiling task-ambient and task lights typically kept on
throughout the work day and often through the night. Improved lighting controls of ceiling based
task-ambient lighting offers substantial energy savings, beginning with the dimming of lights by
50% for computer tasks, dimming where daylight is available, and dimming whenever occupants
are away from their workstation during the day (over 50% of the time).
b) GSA field studies by the CMU team have identified over 20% of existing lighting in medium
size offices still have T-12 lamps and magnetic ballasts that contain PCBs. In addition to
unnecessary annual and peak energy loads, these fixtures are a health hazard, the noise they
generate compromises productivity, and their flicker causes headaches. These office buildings
should be undertaking comprehensive lighting retrofits.
c) Even in offices that have upgraded to T-8 lamps and electronic ballasts, the sparse ballast
density and control zones are often so large that significant floor areas must be lit up even if only
a single worker is in the office. Moreover, these fixtures often contribute light levels that are
excessive for the predominantly computer-based tasks.
d) The mis-match between the uniform lighting grids of yesterday and today‟s workstation density
and layouts is substantial. Work surfaces are often cast in shadow while circulation aisles are
over-lit. A dissertation by Kung Jen Tu (1997) of a high rise office in Pittsburgh identified
significant code violations that resulted from spatial variations floor by floor under a uniform
ceiling lighting system. This research also identified the pervasive addition of under cabinet
lighting by occupants to address the variations in light levels, with over 3 watts per square foot of
demand as a result. Workstations at the window had poorly managed daylight and glare, and
without perimeter controls, the artificial lighting was always on.
Replacing ballasts and lamps and adding automated lighting controls offers the ability to:
 bring operating lighting power densities below 1 watt per square foot
 create ambient lighting levels appropriate for computer work
 maximize daylighting (no lights) and daylight harvesting (filling the gap)
 maximize occupancy/vacancy control of unoccupied spaces
 give controls back to occupants for output control and user satisfaction
The quality of the ballasts is critical. They need to be digitally addressable DALI ballasts,
continuous dimming from 100-10-off, with energy use profiles that match the dimming profiles
and no parasitic energy demands when off (figure 30).
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Lutron‟s EcoSystem ballasts dim from 100-10% without
flicker or noise, are instant on, and talk to a suite of
different sensors, such as this daylight sensor, and
control interfaces for individual and shared spaces.

The Osram QUICKTRONIC® DALI T8 or T5 Ballasts
enable up to 60% energy savings through Encelium
dimming, daylight sensing, occupancy sensing, local
control, and when combined with high performance
Sylvania lamps can produce over 100 Lumens/Watt.

Figure 30: Two Examples of high performance Dali ballasts for local and central lighting control

For both individual control at the workstation as well as central control, a wide range of
controllers are possible, both manual and digital. The Encelium control suite enables the user to
set up a wide range of settings for computer and paper tasks and even, as shown, for cleaning
the office! (Figure 31). The general management has full control to override the system and
receives ongoing information about lighting energy use, hours of use and types of activities.

Figure 31: Encelium interface provides users with the ability to create 'scenes' for

lighting controls
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Costs and Benefits of DALI ballast upgrades with automated lighting control
On the cost side of the equation, there are hardware, software, and labor costs for installing
individually addressable high performance ballasts and lighting automation systems. The costs
per square foot and energy savings depend on the existing wiring and fixture conditions. If the
fixtures themselves are high performance, with appropriate reflectors and lenses for ensuring
good light distribution without glare, then only the ballasts and controllers may need to be
replaced. Existing wiring to these fixtures may be adequate for both the power and data
connections, and the ballasts can be purchased with integral DALI relay/controllers to simplify
wiring costs. The purchase of the ballasts and automation system include installation,
commissioning, and training on the use of the facility manager and user control interfaces, which
are valuable to optimizing energy savings. The cost assumptions for this system are:
Per Sq ft

Per employee

First cost

$ 1.75

$ 350

Installation + labor cost

$ 1.40

$ 280

Initial investment

$ 3.15

$ 630

The economic ROI includes the annual energy savings based on averages of lighting energy
savings from two case studies. The first by Energy User News (2001) identified a 87% reduction
in lighting energy consumption after installing Ledolite‟s Ergolight intelligent lighting system with
daylight response dimming, occupancy sensing, personal dimming and network control
capabilities (Figure 32). The second, by Lee and Selkowitz (2006), found a 59% savings in
lighting energy consumption due to use of an automated daylight control system (previous Figure
15). Finally, Hedenstrőm et al. (2001) identified a 77% savings in lighting system maintenance
costs due to a new high-performance lighting design with energy-efficient fixtures, highfrequency ballasts and occupancy sensors in addition to a 74% annual lighting energy savings,
66% peak demand reduction (Figure 33). While not quantified here, there could also be spatial
churn cost-benefit since individually addressable light fixtures and reconfigurable control zones
eliminate the need for additional hardware or labor to support office layout changes or
activity/task changes.
DALI ballast upgrades with automated lighting control

Initial investment costs

Per sq. ft

Per employee

$3.15

$630

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 315,000

Profit
1st Bottom Line

Lighting energy savings (65%) b.
O & M Savings (FM)

(Hedenstrőm et al. , 2001)

st

Annual 1 bottom line savings

$0.44

$88

$0.04

$8

$0.48

$96

ROI (Economic)
15 year Net Present Value (Economic)
(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period
b.

15%
$ 365,126
7

years

Average savings from Energy User News (2001) and Lee and Selkowitz (2006)
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The environmental benefits of each kWh saved through vacancy sensors in typical office
environments has also been calculated, with CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, and water impacts.
As carbon trading and climate exchanges emerge, along with peak demand control pricing,
building owners may directly pocket these savings, shifting them to economic benefits.
Meanwhile these actions are valued at their potential to reduce global warming, a valuation that
could in the future include the benefits of minimizing power plant pollution for short and long term
human health. The second bottom line calculation below combines the economic gains from the
first bottom line with the GHG environmental benefits to achieve paybacks of 5 years.
DALI ballast upgrades with automated lighting control

Initial investment costs

Per sq ft

Per employee

$3.15

$630

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 315,000

Profit and Planet

2nd Bottom Line

Environmental benefits from energy savings of

4.4 kWh

880 kWh

Air pollution emissions (SOx, NOx, PM)

$0.07

$14

CO2 reductions

$0.04

$9

Water savings

$0.02

$4

$0.13

$27

nd

Annual 2 bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment)

19%
$ 465,648

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

5 years

The health, productivity and absenteeism savings have been included in the third tier
calculations. The human benefits have been identified in BIDS research studies and depend on
the existing lighting condition of the building. Wilkins et al. (1989) identified a 74% reduction in
the incidence of headaches among office workers when magnetic ballasts are replaced by high
frequency electronic ballasts (see Figure 34) while Aaras et al. (1998) found a 27% reduction in
the frequency of headaches in computer workers when conventional downlighting was replaced
by user-controlled suspended indirect-direct lighting (75/25) and venetian blinds were added to
windows (see Figure 35). Also, the National Lighting Bureau (1988) identified a 3% increase in
the individual productivity of office workers and $155 per employee energy savings annually as a
result of upgrading to a high-efficiency lighting system (Figure 36). Romm and Browning (1994)
identified a 13.2% increase in productivity, a 25% reduction in absenteeism and 69% lighting
energy savings following a lighting retrofit with high-efficiency ballasts, T-8 fluorescent lamps and
parabolic louver fixtures (see Figure 37 ). Adding the above productivity and health benefits, the
payback period for this retrofit strategy is less than a year.
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DALI ballast upgrades with automated lighting control

Initial investment
(for 100,000 sq. ft building with new blinds)

Per sq ft

Per employee

$3.15

$630

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 315,000

3rd Bottom Line

Profit, Planet and People
Health savings (27%) (Aaras et al.,1998)

$0.10

$20

Productivity increase (3%) (National Lighting Bureau,1988)

$6.75

$1,350

Absenteeism reduction (25%) (Romm & Browning, 1994))

$0.73

$146

Annual 3rd bottom line savings

$7.48

$1516

Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment + Equity)

260%
$ 6,230,844

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

9 months

Given that up to 20% of office floors still have T-12 fixtures with magnetic ballasts, and over 50%
of office floors exceed 2.5 watts/sq. foot of lighting energy use during the daytime, and that
control zones are often 25 fixtures or more, this retrofit measure can save up to 65% of a
medium size office building‟s total lighting energy.
Important Links:

http://www.encelium.com/en/how-ems-works/hardware.html;
http://www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/delta/publications/publicationsDetails.asp?id=919&cat=14
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Figure 32: 87% reduction in lighting energy consumption after retrofitting
with an intelligent lighting system

Figure 33: Study showing lighting energy savings and maintenance due to lighting upgrades
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Figure 34: Controlled field experiment showing reduction in headaches

Figure 35: Controlled field experiment showing reduction in headaches
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Figure 36: Study showing an increase in productivity and a decrease in lighting energy
consumption after retrofitting with high efficiency fixtures and lamps.

Figure 37: Study showing an increase in productivity and absenteeism reduction after a
lighting retrofit with high efficiency ballasts, T-8 lamps and parabolic fixtures.
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3.6 Install "vertically integrated" LED light fixtures (lamp, ballast, and fixture) inclusive
of dimming and IP controlling.
The final lighting retrofit recommendation for which life cycle calculations have been
completed is for high performance fixture upgrades that include replacement of existing 2‟x4‟,
1‟x4‟, or 2‟x2‟ troffers containing between two to four T12 or T8 lamps with "vertically
integrated" LED light fixtures (lamp, ballast, fixture) with add-ons for dimming and IP
controlling. Since carefully specified LED lamp sources have energy, environmental and
human energy benefits, there are two different calculations: first for simply replacing the
existing CFLs and incandescent light sources (lamps) with LED light sources while keeping
the original fixtures; and second for comprehensive replacement of existing recessed troffers
with vertically integrated LED fixtures (lamp, ballast and fixture) inclusive of dimming and IP
control.
When selecting LED light sources, it is very important to specify: lamp efficacy, measured in
lumens per watt, as well as the correlated color temperature and the color rendition index of the
LED sources. This is because the high efficiency LED lamps are often characterized by high
correlated color temperatures (CCTs), often above 5000K, that produce a “cold” bluish light. To
achieve the warm white light that occupants prefer, the LED lamps must have lower CCT of
2600K to 3500K, which can compromise efficiency. LED lamp sources should also be selected
by the Color Rendering Index (CRI). While CRI above 80 (on a 100 point scale) is considered
acceptable for interior applications, CRI‟s above 90 provide the excellent color quality we have
come to expect from incandescent lamps.

Figure 38: CREE 2x4 Troffers (36 W, 4000 Lumens, 4000K, 93 CRI) offer up to 55% energy
savings when they replace a 96W 3-lamp T8 fixture, with excellent color quality.

Before purchasing LED lamps to install in existing fixtures, consideration should be given to
replacing the entire fixture. LED Light Fixtures are vertically integrated, meaning that the fixture,
ballast, lamp, reflector, and diffuser are integral. Given the capability of LED sources to be
dimmed and locally controlled with wireless controls, it is important to also specify dimming
ballasts with DALI controls for local and central light level management.
Costs and Benefits of Replacing Lighting with Vertically Integrated LED Fixtures
On the cost side, there are hardware and labor costs for installing individually addressable LED
fixtures with dimming and IP addressable ballasts. Economies per square foot are dependent on
the quality of the existing lighting installation. If the fixtures themselves are high performance,
with appropriate reflectors and lenses for ensuring good light distribution without glare, then only
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the lamps may need to be replaced with LED. Existing wiring to these fixtures may be adequate
for both the power and data connections, and the ballasts can incorporate the relay/controllers to
simplify wiring costs. However, a low cost retrofit may also be undertaken by merely replacing
the existing CFL, fluorescent and incandescent lamps with LED lamps. If decisions can be made
on life cycle costs, the research team identified that the best lighting energy savings occur with
an investment in individually ballasted and addressable vertically integrated LED fixtures with a
lighting automation system. The cost assumptions for these two replacement options are:
Per Sq ft

Per employee

Replace only the lamps + labor

$2.40

$480

Replace with Vertically integrated LED fixtures + labor

$4.65

$930

Balancing the costs and the benefits, a triple bottom line calculation has been completed in the
following tables to address both LED lamp replacement and fixture upgrade with vertically
integrated LED fixtures. On the benefit side of the equation, the economic ROI includes the
annual energy savings, based on exemplary findings from the field. The DesignLights
Consortium (DLC, 2003) identified a 40% reduction in lighting energy consumption and a 75%
increase in light level on work surfaces by upgrading lighting fixtures (see Figure 39). Meyers
(2009) identified a 80% savings in maintenance costs and complete elimination of mercury
disposal costs as well as a 76% energy savings by using LED fixtures instead of typical T8
fluorescent fixtures to deliver the same light levels (Figure 40).
LED lamp replacements
Initial investment costs
(with lamp replacement only)

Per sq ft

Per employee

$2.40

$480

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 240,000

Profit
1st Bottom Line

Lighting Energy savings (40%) (DLC,2003)
Replacement, O & M Savings (FM)

(Meyers,2009)

st

Annual1 bottom line Savings

$0.27

$54

$0.25

$50

$0.52

$104

ROI (Economic)

22%

15 year Net Present Value (Economic)

$ 396,120

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

5 years
Full LED fixture upgrades

Initial Investment costs
(with integrated fixture upgrade)

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft

Per employee

$4.65

$930
$ 465,000

Profit
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1st Bottom Line

Energy savings (85%) (CBPD,2012)

$0.58

$115

(Meyers,2009)

$0.25

$50

Annual1 bottom line Savings

$0.83

$165

O & M Savings (FM)
st

ROI (Economic)

18%

15 year Net Present Value (Economic)

$ 627,837

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

6 years

The environmental benefits of each kWh saved through vacancy sensors in typical office
environments has also been calculated, with CO2, SOX, NOX, particulates, and water impacts.
As carbon trading and climate exchanges emerge, along with peak demand control pricing,
building owners may directly pocket these savings, shifting them to economic benefits.
Meanwhile these actions are valued at their potential to reduce global warming, a valuation that
could in the future include the benefits of minimizing power plant pollution for short and long term
human health. The second bottom line calculation below combines the economic gains from the
first bottom line with the GHG environmental benefits to achieve paybacks of 4-5 years.
LED lamp replacements
Initial investment costs
(with lamp replacement only)

Per sq ft

Per employee

$2.40

$480

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 240,000

Profit and Planet

2nd Bottom Line

Environmental benefits from energy
savings of
Air pollution emissions (SOx, NOx, PM, Hg)

2.71 kWh

542 kWh

$0.04

$10

CO2 reductions

$0.03

$5

Water savings

$0.01

$2

$0.08

$17

Annual 2nd bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment)

25%
$460,997

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period
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Full LED fixture upgrades
Initial investment costs
(with integrated fixture upgrades)

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft

Per employee

$4.65

$930

$ 465,000

Profit and Planet

2nd Bottom Line

Environmental benefits from energy savings of

5.75 kWh

1151 kWh

Air pollution emissions (SOx, NOx, PM)

$0.10

$19

CO2 reductions

$0.06

$12

Water savings

$0.02

$5

$0.18

$36

nd

Annual 2 bottom line Savings
Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment)

22%
$ 762,306

(value of money at 10% discount rate)

Payback Period

5 years

The human benefits that have been identified in BIDS research studies relate to the value of LED
light quality for productivity at task. The third tier calculations are based on field studies that
demonstrate improvement in occupant productivity. Hawes et al. (2012) identified an 8.34%
improvement in work performance at visual and cognitive tasks with the introduction of LED
lighting with high color temperature and adequate illuminance level, as compared to traditional
fluorescent lighting (see Figure 41). In another study Hoffmann et al. (2012) identified a 33%
improvement in mood ratings due to the use of daylight simulating lighting (dimming and color
modified) as compared to regular fluorescent lighting. In a 2007 study by Braun-LaTour et al.
study (2007), a 33% improvement in positive mood ratings would translate into to a 5.76% work
efficiency increase (Figure 42).
LED lamp replacements
Initial investment costs
(for lamp replacement only)

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

Per sq ft

Per employee

$2.40

$480

$ 240,000

3rd Bottom Line

Profit, Planet and People
Productivity increase (8.34%) (Hawes et al,2012)
(Based on increase in windowless offices )

$12.45

$2490

Annual 3rd bottom line savings

$12.45

$2490

Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
(value of money at 10% discount rate)
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Payback Period

5 months

Full LED fixture upgrades
Initial investment
(for integrated fixture upgrades)

Per sq ft

Per employee

$4.65

$930

Investment for a 100,000 sq. ft building

$ 465,000

rd

3 Bottom Line

Profit, Planet and People
Productivity increase (8.34%) (Hawes et al.,2012)
(Based on increase in windowless offices )

$12.45

$2490

Annual 3rd bottom line savings

$12.45

$2490

Cumulative ROI
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
Cumulative 15 year Net Present Value
(Economic + Environment + Equity)
(value of money at 10% discount rate)
Payback Period

289%
$ 10,231,776
8 months

The combination of economic, environmental and human benefits of vertically integrated LED
fixture installations, demonstrate paybacks of less than one year. Given that up to 20% of office
floors still have T-12 fixtures with magnetic ballasts, and over 50% of office floors exceed 2.5
watts/sq. foot of lighting energy use during the daytime, this retrofit measure can save up to 85%
of a medium size office building‟s total lighting energy.
Important Links:
http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/led_basics.pdf
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/ssl/
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Figure 39: Study showing reduction in lighting energy consumption and an increase in
light levels following a replacement of troffers, fluorescent lamps and ballasts
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Figure 40: Study showing maintenance and energy savings with LED fixtures

Figure 41: Study showing improvement in work performance due to LED lighting retrofit
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Figure 42: Study showing an increase of mood ratings due to simulated daylighting
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Chapter 4
Conclusions: Lighting Retrofits
Lighting is the most strategic investment for conserving energy and for improving the quality of
visual conditions for task performance and health. The prioritization of investments will depend
significantly on the condition of the existing lighting and daylighting assemblies, the ability to
invest based on net present value (carrying costs) rather than first cost, and the commitment to
environmental and human cost-benefits as well as the “hard” energy cost benefits.
If one-year carrying costs is the extent of your leadership ability, the installation of vacancy
sensors in closed offices, conference rooms, toilets and shared spaces has the highest return on
investment, followed by lowering ceiling task-ambient lighting to 200-300 lux by de-lamping and
purchasing task lamps for every employee.

Vacancy Sensor

Lower Task ambinet + Add Task

Dayligt harvesting

LED Fixture Replacement

Effective use of New Blinds
High Performance fixtures w
automation
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Economic ROI
Figure 43: Lighting Retrofit priorities based on economic returns

The environmental benefits of reducing electricity use for lighting in our calculations mirror the
energy benefits, so the priorities remain the same: the installation of vacancy sensors in closed
offices, conference rooms, toilets and shared spaces has the highest return on investment,
followed by lowering ceiling task-ambient lighting to 200-300 lux by de-lamping and purchasing
task lamps for every employee. The addition of environmental benefits do accelerate the
payback of the investment, and can be monetized if:




the organization is required to meet energy reduction goals for city, state or federal
mandates; or
the organization will be disclosing baseline energy use and annual accomplishments for
Energy Portfolio or 2030 commitments; or
the organization has made sustainability a centerpiece of their market growth.
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These environmental calculations do not include the environmental costs or benefits of the
materials and assemblies installed and discarded, captured in life cycle assessment, which
should be considered in more detailed environmental assessment.

Vacancy Sensor
Lower Task ambinet + Add
Task
Dayligt harvesting
LED Fixture Replacement
Effective use of New Blinds
High Performance fixtures w
automation
0%

10%

20%

Economic ROI

30%

40%

50%

60%

Economic+Environmental ROI

Figure 44: Lighting Retrofit priorities based on economic and environmental returns

The human health and productivity benefits of lighting energy retrofits, however, establish a
different set of investment priorities. In this case, any action that increases daylighting, or simulates
daylight variability with electric lighting, yields the highest return on investment when energy,
environmental
and
human
triple
bottom
line
calculations
are
included.

Vacancy Sensor
Lower Task ambinet + Add Task
Dayligt harvesting
LED Fixture Replacement
Effective use of New Blinds
High Performance fixtures w
automation
0%

Economic ROI

100%

200%

Economic+Environmental ROI

300%

400%

500%

Economic+Environmental+Equity ROI

Figure 45: Lighting Retrofit priorities based on economic, environmental and human cost-benefits
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The development of life cycle data sets for building decision-makers is critical to overcoming firstleast-cost decisionmaking patterns that prevent owners and tenants from investing in high
performance, low-cost retrofits. Even the completion of five to fifteen year energy payback
analyses (first bottom line) can prompt greater investment. However, the addition of
environmental and human factors including health, productivity, and organizational performance
are critically needed for professionals and manufacturers who seek compelling arguments for
inspiring investment in energy retrofits that will improved the quality of the indoor environment for
workers.
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Chapter 5
Collaboration with Task 6.3 team on multi-tenant residential model and ECMs
In addition to the research on lighting energy retrofits and the triple bottom line impacts, the CMU
team worked with the subtask 6.3 team on the Multi-family Market Model.
First, a list of ECMs for multi-family residential buildings prioritized by the impact on energy
savings was completed and forwarded to the task 6.3 team which was based on set of ECMs
developed for offices. Potential cost-benefit opportunities for multi-family building type were also
identified, which are included below.
Multi-family Residential ECMs
Baseline attributes from RECS: Average # of units and height of building
Energy Load Breakdowns are key:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Heating
Hot water
Plug loads
Lighting
Air conditioning
Building Elevators
Site Lighting

ECM Multi-family – ordered by largest impact
or most doable
Heating:
Weather stripping (many variables to weatherization)
Set back thermostat (individual controls)
Boiler/ Furnace Efficiency (tuning, replacement)
Roof insulation
Basement Insulation
Window insulation (storms, curtains, honeycomb shades)
Window replacement (overall R value w/ glazing, gas, frame, tightness, high SHGC)
Hot Water:
Low flow fixtures
High efficiency DHW tanks/ setpoints
Efficient dishwasher and washing machine
Plug Loads:
Energy Star Appliances: Refrigerator, Washer, Entertainment/IT
Lighting: CFL and LED
Lighting: Occupancy Sensors/ Timers/ dimmers/ daylight sensors
Cooling:
Cool roof (could include green roof)
Window shading (external or internal)
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Chiller Efficiency (multiple types including window units)
Building Wide Electrical Loads
Building Shared Space Lighting: LED
Building Shared Space Lighting: Occupancy / Timers/ dimmers/ daylight sensors
Site Lighting: LED
Site Lighting: Timers/ dimmers/ daylight sensors (individual controls)
High Efficiency Elevator(s)
Second, baseline building characteristics and energy use for multi-family models were developed
and a detailed matrix of cost and performance variables for different ECMS completed (See
Appendix A.3).
Finally, with Drexel and the Wharton School, CMU team developed questions for a multi-tenant
building survey to gather future information on baseline lighting energy loads in the Philadelphia
region to augment the CBECS data base on energy use in the US commercial building stock.
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Appendices
A1. Lab and Field Studies Summarized to link ECMs to Health, Productivity and Energy
Author

Year

Jennings et al.

2000

Hedenstrőm et
al.

2001

Wood et al.

2003

Bodart, M. et
al.
Chamberlain
and Fialli
Maniccia et al.

2000

Zhang and
Altan

2010

Building case
study

Physical
Type of
Type of
attribute or facility/building improvement
condition
(dependent
(independent
variable)
variable)
Lighting
Office
Individual
Productivity
Lighting
Office
Energy
savings
Lighting
Office
Energy
Savings + FM
Savings
Lighting
Office
Energy
savings
Lighting
Office
Energy
savings
Lighting
Office
Energy
savings
Lighting
Office
Energy
savings
Lighting
Office
Individual
Productivity

Choi et al.

2012

Field study

Day lighting

Hospital

Health

Wargocki and
Frontczak
Hummelgaard
et al.

2010

Metaanalysis
Building case
study

Temperature
Control
Natural
Ventilation

Office

Singh et al.

2011

Building case Whole
study
building

Office

Turner

2006

Building case Whole
study
Building

Office and
Library

Individual
Productivity
Health +
individual
Productivity
Health +
Absenteeism
Savings +
Productivity
Energy
Savings

Roulet et al.

2006

Metaanalysis

Whole
Building

Office

Rios et al.

2009

Cross

Natural

Office

Nishihara et al. 2006

2001
1999

2007
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Type of
Study

Laboratory
experiment
Field
experiment
Building case
study
Building case
study
Simulation
study
Building case
study
Field study

Office

Health +
individual
Productivity
Health
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sectional

Ventilation

Akiyama et al.

2011

Field study

Temperature
control

Office

Williams et al.

2012

Metaanalysis

Lighting

Newsham,
Mancini et al.

2009

Laboratory
experiment

Ventilation
and Lighting

Commercial
buildings (office,
education, retail
etc.
Office

Jones &
Gordon

2004

Laboratory
study

Lighting

Office

Energy
savings +
individual
productivity

Hawes et al.

2012

Laboratory
Study

Lighting
(LED)

Office

Individual
Productivity

Hoffmann et
al.

2008

Laboratory
study

Daylighting

Office

Individual
Productivity

Fjeld and
Bonnevie

2002

Building case Access to
study
Natural
Environment

Office, school,
health care

Health +
Reduced
absenteeism

Meyers

2009

Simulation
Study

Lighting
(LED)

Hospitals

Lee et al.

1998

Field Study

Lighting

Office

Facilities
Management
+ Energy
Savings
Energy
Savings +
Individual
Productivity
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Cross Section of Studies by Retrofit Investment
1. Lighting Control – Nishihara et al. 2006 (Office)
Split Task and Ambient Lighting = Individual productivity
In a 2006 experiment at Waseda University in Japan, Nishihara et al. identified an 11%
improvement on a triple digit multiplication task (p=0.01) when subjects could control their
task lights (400 lux fixed + 300 lux variable) as compared to when they could not (700 lux
fixed) . The performance on text typing also tended to be higher (p = 0.09) when task lights
were controlled.
Nishihara, N., Nishikawa, M., Haneda, M., and Tanabe, S. (2006) Productivity with Task
and ambient lighting system evaluated by fatigue and task performance, Proceedings of
Healthy Buildings 2006, Lisbon, Portugal, pp. 249-252
2. Lighting – Jennings et al 2000
Lighting control = Energy Savings
In a 2000 controlled field experiment at the Phillip Burton Federal Building in San Francisco,
Jennings et al. identified an average 46% reduction in lighting energy use from occupancy
sensors and daylight dimming controls in perimeter offices, or a 43% reduction in lighting
energy use from occupancy sensors and task tuning (dimming light level to a taskappropriate level) in perimeter offices.
Jennings, J.D., Rubinstein, F.M., DiBartolomeo, D., Blanc, S.L. (2000). Comparison of
Control Options in Private Offices in an Advanced Lighting Controls Testbed. Journal of the
Illuminating Engineering Society, Summer 2000.
Rubinstein, F., J. Jennings, and D. Avery (1998) Preliminary Results from an Advanced
Lighting Controls Testbed. Journal of the Illuminating Engineering Society 28(1): 130-141.
3. Lighting - Vattenfall Office / Hedenstrőm et al 2001
Lighting Control = Energy Savings + FM Savings
In a 1991 building case study of a lighting system retrofit at a commercial office in Sweden,
Hedenstrőm et al. identified 74% annual lighting energy savings, 66% peak demand
reduction, and 77% savings in lighting system maintenance costs due to a new highperformance lighting design with energy-efficient fixtures, high-frequency ballasts and
occupancy sensors.
Claes Hedenstrőm, Lars Hedstrőm, Allan Ottosson, ―Measure energy savings and costeffectiveness of the lighting retrofit at Vattenfall’s office in Racksta, Stockholm‖ Uppdrag 2001
4. Lighting - B.C. Hydro / Wood et al 2003
Lighting Control = Energy savings
In a 2003 building case study of B.C. Hydro in British Columbia, Canada, Wood et al.
identified 80% lighting energy savings following an upgrade with Ledalite's Ergolight
intelligent lighting system, in which each direct/indirect luminaire integrates personal
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dimming, occupancy sensing and centralized network control, as compared to the original
lighting system that consisted of 2x4 recessed troffers with two T8 lamps and deep-cell
parabolic louvers.
Wood, D.L., Hughes R., and Cristian Suvagau, 2003, Addressable office lighting and control
system: Technical considerations & utility evaluations, Energy Engineering, Vol. 100, # 2,
p.22
CBPD / Gary Steffy Lighting (1999) Life Cycle comparisons of Direct and Indirect Lighting
for Offices - Draft Research Report. Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics
(CBPD), Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA.
5. Lighting Control– Bodart, M. et al 2000
Day lighting + Lighting Control = Lighting Energy Savings
In 2000 a simulated office lab experiment conducted by Bodart et al. in Belgium, found a 50-80%
reduction (64% on average) in lighting energy consumption resulting from the introduction of an
artificial light management system which continuously dims artificial light according to daylight
availability from various window configurations having a 61% visual transmittance glazing within
2.7 meter perimeter only single office environments for all cardinal building orientations. Lighting
sensors were assumed to be in the center of the room 80 cm (31.5 inches) from the floor during
the simulations.
Bodart, M. et al. (2000). Global energy savings in offices buildings by the use of day lighting.
Energy and Buildings v. 34 Published 2001. 421-429.
Rubinstein, F., J. Jennings, and D. Avery (1998). Preliminary Results from an Advanced Lighting
Controls Testbed. Journal of the Illuminating Engineering Society 28(1): 130-141.
6. Lighting - Raytheon / Chamberlain and Fialli 2001
Lighting Control = Energy savings
In a 2001 case study of Raytheon Company‟s Building 200 in Tewksbury, Massachusetts,
Chamberlain and Fialli identified 83% lighting energy savings following an upgrade with
Ledalite‟s Ergolight intelligent lighting system, in which each luminaire integrates personal
dimming, occupancy sensing and centralized network control, as compared to the original 2x4 T12 lighting.
Chamberlain, David R. and Fialli, Tracy L. (2001) The Right Light
<http://www.ledalite.com/download/white/case3_raytheon.pdf>
Audin, Lindsay (2001) A brainy luminaire for 21st century. Architectural Record 189:11, pp 208.
CBPD / Gary Steffy Lighting (1999) Life Cycle comparisons of Direct and Indirect Lighting for
Offices - Draft Research Report. Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics,Carnegie
Mellon University,Pittsburgh, PA.
7. Lighting control – NCAR / Maniccia et al 1999 (Office)
Lighting control = Energy savings
In a 1997 field experiment at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder,
Colorado, Maniccia et al. identified a 43% reduction in lighting energy use in private offices due
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to occupancy sensors, and an additional 15% savings due to manual switching and dimming
controls for each user.
D. Maniccia, B. Rutlege, M.S. Rea and W. Morrow. (1998) Occupant use of manual lighting
controls in private offices. Illuminating Engineering Society of North America 1998 Annual
Conference: Proceedings. IESNA: New York, NY. 490-512
Nelson, David. Electric Lighting Controls. Whole Building Design Guide,
http://www.wbdg.org/design/electriclighting.php
8. Lighting – Zhang and Altan 2010 / Osterhaus and Bailey 1992 (Office)
Glare Control = Individual Productivity
In a 2006 two building case study conducted in Sheffield, U.K., Zhang and Altan identified that
occupants were dissatisfied with the environment in a conventional high-rise office block
compared to a building designed with natural ventilation and passive strategies. 65.3% of the
occupants had glare discomfort in the former building and 57.5% found it difficult to use shading
devices.
In a 1992 lab experiment conducted using 6 female and 20 male subjects, Osterhaus and Bailey
found a 3% productivity increase in visual task efficiency by reducing glare discomfort.
Zhang, Y.; and Altan, H. (2011): A comparison of the occupant comfort in a conventional highrise office block and a contemporary environmental building: Building & Environment; 46 (2), p
535-545.
Osterhaus, W. and Bailey, I. (1992): Large Area Glare Sources and Their Effect on Discomfort
and Visual Performance at Computer Workstations: 1992 IEEE Industry Applications Society
Annual Meeting; Houston, TX: LBL-35037.
9. Access to Natural Environment – Choi et al. 2012 (Hospital)
Daylighting = Health
In a 2012 field study of 1,167 hospital patients in Incheon, Korea, Choi et al. identified a 29%
reduction in the average length of stay (ALOS) of hospital patients with various illnesses due to
higher illuminance levels from daylighting, and a greater ability to vary illuminance levels with
vertical blinds in rooms facing the southeast as compared to rooms facing the northwest.
Choi, J.; Beltran, L.; and Kim, H. (2012): Impacts of indoor daylight environments on patient
average length of stay (ALOS) in a healthcare facility: Building and Environment; 50, pp. 65-75.
Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project [HCUP] (2009): Agency for Healthcare Research and
10. Climate Control – Wargocki and Frontczak 2010 (Office)
Temperature Control = Productivity
In a 2010 meta-analysis of studies concerning human comfort and indoor environmental quality
(IEQ), performed between 1977 and 2009 in locations across the world, Wargocki and Frontczak
identified that thermal comfort ranks as the highest contributing factor to overall satisfaction with
IEQ, and that providing occupants with the ability to control environmental conditions improves
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satisfaction with IEQ, supporting the decision to provide individual occupant control of the
thermal environment.
Frontczak, M. and Wargocki, P (2010): Literature Survey on How Different Factors Influence
Human Comfort in Indoor Environments: Building and Environment; 46, pp. 922-937.
Wyon, D.P. (1996): Individual microclimate control: required range, probable benefits, and
current feasibility: In Proceedings of Indoor Air ’96: 7th International Conference of Indoor Air
Quality and Climate; Nagoya, Japan; 1, pp. 1067-1072.
11. Access to Natural Environment – Hummelgaard et al. 2007 (Office)
Natural Ventilation = Health + Productivity
In a 2007 study of 9 office buildings in Copenhagen, Denmark, Hummelgaard et al. identified
31% less prevalence of SBS symptoms and 49-86% less self-reported eye itching as an SBS
symptom among workers in naturally ventilated buildings compared to workers in mechanically
ventilated buildings.
Hummelgaard, J.; Juhl, P.; Saebjornsson, K.; Clausen, G.; Toftum, J.; and Langkilde, G. (2007):
Indoor Air Quality and Occupant Satisfaction in Five Mechanically and Four Naturally Ventilated
Open-plan Office Buildings: Building and Environment; 42, pp. 4051-4058.
12. Whole Building – Singh et al. 2011 (Office)
LEED Office Buildings = Health + Absenteeism Savings + Productivity
In a 2011 multi-building case study, Singh et al. investigated the effects of improved indoor
environmental quality (IEQ) on perceived health and productivity of occupants who moved from
conventional to green buildings. The study determined that the improved IEQ contributes to 1.75
additional work hours per year for each employee due to perceived improvements in asthma and
respiratory allergies, and 2.02 additional work hours per year for each employee due to
perceived improvements in depression or stress, along with an additional 38.98 work hours per
year due to perceived productivity improvement.
Singh, A.; Syal, M.; Grady, S.; and Korkmaz, S. (2011): Effects of Green Buildings on Employee
Health and Productivity: American Journal of Public Health; 100 (9), pp. 1665-1668.
Vamosi, S. (2011): The True Cost of LEED-Certified Green Buildings: HPAC Engineering - News
and Articles: Retrieved in November 2011 from <http://hpac.com/columns/engineeringgreen/true-cost-leed-buildings-0111/>.
13. Whole Building – Turner 2006 (Office and Library)
Green Design (LEED Certified Building) = Energy Saving
In a 2006 study of five LEED certified office buildings and two library buildings in the Cascadia
region, Turner identifies a median 23% energy savings in the LEED certified buildings compared
to the average energy use intensity of typical buildings in that region, constructed to ASHRAE
Standard 90.1, 1999.
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Turner, C. (2006): LEED Building Performance in the Cascadia Region; A Post Occupancy
Evaluation Report: For the Cascadia Region Green Building Council; January 30, 2006.
Steven Winter Associates, Inc. (2004): LEED Cost Study; Submitted to the U.S. General
Services Administration: October 2004.
14. Whole Building – Roulet et al. 2006 (Office)
Low Energy Use and Thermal Comfort = Health and Productivity
In a 2006 meta-analysis of 64 office buildings across nine European countries, Roulet et al.
identified 7.6% fewer average building-related symptoms per occupant (Building Symptom Index,
BSI) and 7.5% higher overall summer comfort in „low‟ versus „high‟ energy office buildings as well
as 10% higher productivity in offices that are perceived as „neutral‟ versus „warm‟ to „hot‟ in the
summer.
Roulet, C.; Johner, N.; Foradini, F.; Bluyssen, P.; Cox, C.; de Oliveira Fernandes, E.; Muller, B.;
and Aizlewood, C. (2006): Perceived Health and Comfort In Relation To Energy Use and
Building Characteristics: Building Research and Information; 34(5), pp. 467-474.
15. Air - Rios et al. 2009 (Office)
Natural Ventilation = Health
In a 2003 cross sectional study of 3,686 office workers in 2 office buildings in downtown Rio De
Janeiro, Brazil, Rios et al. identified a lower prevalence of self-reported work-related symptoms
including eye dryness (by 18.6%), runny nose (by 16.1%), dry throat (by 14.3%), and lethargy
(by 13.7%) of workers in the naturally ventilated building compared to workers in the sealed
office building, despite high levels of RH, PM and VOCs in the naturally ventilated building.
Rios, J.; Boechat, J.; Gioda, A.; Santos, C.; Aquino Neto, F.; and Silva, J. (2009): Symptoms
prevalence among office workers of a sealed versus a non-sealed building; Associations to
indoor air quality: Environment International; 35 (8), pp. 1136-1141.
16. Climate Control – Akiyama et al. 2011 (Office)
Radiant Cooling System = Increased Productivity + Reduction in CO₂ emissions
In a 2005 field study of office buildings across Japan, Akiyama et all identified a 9% increase in
productivity, and a 1.5 kg-CO₂/m² reduction in CO₂ emissions in offices using task/ambient
radiant cooling systems with membrane fabric, compared to those using conventional HVAC
systems with individual cooling items such as desk fans and mesh office chairs.
Akiyama, Y.; Tanabe, S.; Nishihara, N.; Kasuya, A.; Wada, K.; Kawaguchi, G.; and Sako, K.
(2011): Evaluation of Air Conditioning System and Cooling Items by Productivity and EcoEfficiency: Proceedings of Indoor Air.
17. Lighting Control in Commercial Buildings – Williams et al 2012 (Office)
Lighting Control = Energy Savings
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In a 2012 meta-analysis of 88 installation and simulation studies presenting 240 savings
estimates for commercial buildings in the United States, Williams et al. identified 24%-36%
energy savings when methods of lighting controls, including daylighting, institutional tuning,
personal tuning, or occupancy sensing are used for building lighting controls. Additionally, a
statistically significant energy savings of 38 percent (p<0.05) was identified when multiple control
strategies were combined for building lighting control.
Williams, A., Atkinson PE, B., Garbesi PhD, K., Page PE, E., Rubinstein FIES,F. (2012) ―Lighting
Controls in Commercial Buildings.‖ Leukos, Volume 8 No. 3, 161-180.
CBECS (2008) ―2003 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey: Consumption and
Expenditures Tables‖ Energy End-Use Consumption Tables, Table E5.
18. Air & Lighting –Newsham, Mancini et al NRCC 2009 (Office)
Individual Air Flow Rate and Lighting Control = Individual Productivity + Energy Savings
In a 2009 full scale lab experiment of office buildings, Newsham, Mancini et al. of the National
Research Council Canada – Institute for Research in Construction in Ottawa, ON, identified an
8.18% improvement in finding grammatical errors, a 20.46% improvement in time taken to
evaluate resumes, a 23.33% improvement in self-reported environmental satisfaction, and a 10%
energy savings due to individualized control over flow rate of air from ceiling based nozzles and
control of light levels in workstations.
Newsham, G., Mancini, S., Veitch, J., Marchand, R., Lei, W., Charles, K., & Arsenault, C. (2009).
Control strategies for lighting and ventilation in offices: Effects on energy and occupants.
(National Research Council Canada - Institute for Research in Construction, Ottawa, ON).
Audin, Lindsay (2001) A brainy luminaire for the 21st century. Architectural Record 189:11, pp.
208.
19. Efficient Lighting Design– Jones & Gordon 2004 (Office)
Dimming Controls = Energy Consumption + Increased productivity
In evaluating a Boyce et al. 2003 controlled laboratory study of temporary workers in a field
setting in Albany, New York, Jones and Gordon identified a 45% energy savings and a 6.5%
improvement in typing performance among subjects with direct/indirect lighting, wall washing and
dimming controls in their workplace compared to a best case design of static direct/indirect
fixtures.
Jones G., K. Gordon (2004) ―Efficient Lighting Design and Office Worker Productivity.‖ American
Council for an Energy Efficient Economy Conference Proceedings (2004): 3-112—123.
CBPD/ Gary Steffy Lighting (1999) Life Cycle comparisons of Direct and Indirect Lighting for
Offices – Draft Research Report. Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics (CBPD).
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA.
20. Lighting Controls – Hawes et al 2012 (Office)
High Color Temperature LED Lighting = Improved Individual Productivity
In a 2012 lighting study of workplaces in Massachusetts, with 24 participants, for 5 days of lab
experiments, Hawes et al. identified a 8.34% improvement of work performance in visual tasks
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and cognitive tasks due to the use of LED lighting with high color temperature and adequate
illuminance level, as compared to traditional fluorescent lighting.
Hawes, B. K., Brunye, T. T., Mahoney, C. R., Sullivan, J. M., & Aall, C. D. (2012). Effects of four
workplace lighting technologies on perception, cognition and affective state. International Journal
of Industrial Ergonomics, 42, 122-128.
21. Lighting Controls – Hoffmann et al 2008 (Office)
Simulated Daylighting = Individual Productivity
In a 2008 lighting study of office workplaces in Austria, with 11 male participants, for 6 days of
simulated full time office work experiments, Hoffmann et al. identified a 33% improvement of
mood ratings due to the use of day lighting simulated lighting with 500-1800 lx, 6500 K, as
compared to regular fluorescent lighting with 500 lx, 4000 K.
In a 2007 study, Braun-LaTour et al identify a 5.76% work efficiency increase due to positive
mood (compared to neutral mood).
Hoffmann, G., Gufler, V., Griesmacher, A., Bartenbach, C.,Canazei, M., Staggl, S., &
Schobersberger, W. (2012). Effects of variable lighting intensities and colour temperatures on
sulphatoxymelatonin and subjective mood in an experimental office workplace. Applied
Ergonomics, 39, 719-728.
Braun-LaTour, K. A., Puccinelli, N. M., & Mast, F. W. (2007). Mood, information congruency, and
overload. Journal of Business Research, 60(11), 1109-1116.
22. Access to Natural Environment – Fjeld and Bonnevie 2002
Indoor foliage plants + full-spectrum fluorescent light = Health + Reduced absenteeism
In a 2002 multiple building study, Fjeld and Bonnevie (2002) presented 4 studies (2 on office
workers, 1 on school children and 1 on health care personnel) conducted in Norway and
identified a 19% to 25% reduction in health complaints after plants and full-spectrum fluorescent
lighting (True-Lite from Duro-Test) was introduced into a room that originally had no plants.
Fjeld, T., & Bonnevie, C. (2002). The effect of plants and artificial day-light on the well-being and
health of office workers, school children and health care personnel. Paper presented at the
Reducing health complaints at work: Plants for people, Int. Hort. Exhib, Floriade.
Federal Energy Management Program. Economics of energy effective lighting for offices
Retrieved October 1, 2012, from http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/economics_eel.pdf
23. LED Lighting – Meyers 2009
Lighting Control = Facilities Management Savings + Energy Savings
In a 2009 lighting simulation study of three layouts of healthcare facilities, Meyers identified a
100% savings in maintenance costs and mercury disposal costs and a 76% energy savings by
using LED fixtures instead of typical T8 fluorescent fixtures to deliver the same light levels in
corridors, 24-hour a day waiting rooms and exam rooms.
Meyers, A. (2009, July 15). Use of LED fixtures in Healthcare Facilities. M+NLB: Mazzetti, Nash,
Lipsey, Burch. Retrieved from http://www.mazzetti.com/images/uploads/LED.pdf
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24. Blinds Control – Lee et al. 1998
Lighting Control = Energy Savings + Individual Productivity
In a 1998 14-month side by side field study in a Federal Office Building in Oakland, California,
Lee et al. measured a 7-15% savings in lighting energy and a 19-52% savings in cooling energy
as well as identified an increased indoor lighting quality due to the integration of dynamic
Venetian blinds shifting from 0° to 45° with a dimmable lighting system responding to daylight.
Lee, E.S., DiBartolomeo,D.L., & Selkowitz, S.E. (1998). Integrated Performance of an Automated
Venetian Blind/ Electric Lighting System in a Full Scale Private Office, from
http://gaia.lbl.gov/btech/papers/41443.pdf
Lee, E.S., DiBartolomeo,D.L., & Selkowitz, S.E. (1998). Thermal and Daylighting Performance of
an Automated Venetian Blind and Lighting System in a Full Scale Private Office, Energy and
Buildings, 29(1),47-63
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Appendix A.2: Energy Externalities and Other Baseline Energy Assumptions
US Power Plant Emissions:
Emissions (tons)
CO2
SO2
NOx
PM10(1)

2,402,619,969.11
6,086,882.31
2,215,762.86
406,741.22

Hg(2)

110,434.97

Output Rate
(lbs/MWh)
1216.18
3.08
1.12
0.20

0.0272

Data Source

Data Year

EPA eGRID
EPA eGRID
EPA eGRID
EPA National
Emissions
Inventory
EPA eGRID

2009
2009
2009
2008
2005

1

Electricity Generation sector emissions: EPA NEI; 2008 Net electricity generation: EIA Electric
Power Monthly May 2012, Table 1.1
2
Annual mercury (Hg) emissions are in lbs; Hg emission rates are in lbs/GWh
Total Power Plant Emissions – Philadelphia Region
Emissions (tons)
Output Rate
(lbs/MWh)
CO2
123,710,640.9
947.42
SO2

601,278.4

4.60

NOx

106,160.1

0.81

PM10(1)

100,828.16

0.457

Hg(2)

10,939.42

0.0387

Data Source

Data Year

EPA eGRID
RFCE
EPA eGRID
RFCE
EPA eGRID
RFCE

2009

EPA National
Emissions
Inventory
EPA eGRID
RFCE

2008

2009
2009

2005

1

All values for EPA Region 3. Electricity Generation sector emissions: EPA NEI; 2008 Net
electricity generation: EIA Electric Power Monthly May 2012, Table “Net Generation by State by
Type of Producer by Energy Source, Annual Back to 1990 (EIA-906, EIA-920, and EIA-923)”
2
Annual mercury (Hg) emissions are in lbs; Hg emission rates are in lbs/GWh
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US Power Plant Emissions and Dollar Impacts
US Average Emission Rate*
(lbs/MWh)

Emission Impact Value** ($/ton)

CO2

947.42

21

SO2

4.60

5,200

NOx

0.81

7,450

PM10

0.457

4,850

* EPA – Clean Energy Programs eGRID - Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated Database
http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/egrid/
Leonardo Academy Inc., “Emission Factors and Energy Prices for the Cleaner and GreenerSM
Environmental Program”, January 2003.
** Emission impact value data for CO2, SOx, NOx and particulates from various sources (listed in
the tables below) are used to derive the baseline impact values
Value ($/ton)
21
CO2

22
0-3 (1)
0-9,300 (2)
9
15
10-40
23
41

SOx

1,500
1,500-7,425 (1)
3,000-19,800 (2)
1,720-23,490
14,310

NOx

6,500
439-14,483 (1)
6,000-26,400 (2)
7,467-31,448
2,700
22,815

PM10

4,000
551-47,620 (1)
900-5,700 (2)
2,624-6,804
35,775
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Source
EPA. (2010) Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis
Mass. Dept. of Public Utilities: Marginal cost of planting trees in a
moderate effort to sequester carbon
CEC 1992 Electricity Report: (1) Damage function (external/
societal cost); (2) Control cost
ORNL 1995: Marginal cost of best available control technology
Wisconsin Public Service Commission 1992
Oregon PUC/DOE 1991
Nevada PUC
Levy 1999 (Packard): “External cost to society”
Mass. Dept. of Public Utilities: Cost of installing flue gas scrubbing
systems on utility generators
CEC 1992 Electricity Report: (1) Damage function (external/
societal cost); (2) Control cost
ORNL 1995: Marginal cost of best available control technology
Levy 1999 (Packard): “External cost to society”
Mass. Dept. of Public Utilities: Cost of installing selective catalytic
reduction on a 10 MW natural gas turbine
CEC 1992 Electricity Report: (1) Damage function (external/
societal cost); (2) Control cost
ORNL 1995: Marginal cost of best available control technology
Wisconsin Public Service Commission 1992
Levy 1999 (Packard): “External cost to society”
Mass. Dept. of Public Utilities: Cost of installing an electrostatic
precipitator on a high sulfur coal plant with low resistivity fly ash
CEC 1992 Electricity Report: (1) Damage function (external/
societal cost); (2) Control cost
ORNL 1995: Marginal cost of best available control technology
Levy 1999 (Packard): “External cost to society”
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US Power Plant Water Consumption (due to evaporation) and Cost of Water
2.0 gal (7.6 L) per kWh of
evaporated water (National Weighted
Average)

Torcellini, P.; Long, N.; and R. Judkoff, 2003,
“Consumptive Water Use for U.S. Power Production”,
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL/TP-55033905, December 2003.

0.2 cents per gallon

EPA – “Water Facts”, EPA 810-F-99-020, December
1999.

US Value of Peak Load Reduction and Average Peak Load Distribution
$1,200 per kW

Total value of peak load reduction
Rosenfeld, in Kats, G., 2003, ” The Costs and Benefits
of Green Buildings”, October 2003. Cost of peaking
plant in CA
Analysis of 11 studies, in Kats, G., 2003, ” The Costs
and
Benefits
of
Green
Buildings”,
October
2003.Average cost of T&D

$600 per kW

$600 per kW

6.8 watts per square foot

2003 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption
Survey (CBECS) Table 19 Median peak watts per
square foot for offices

Baseline Data for Cost Benefit Calculations
200 square feet per employee

Gross building square feet per employee

$45,000 per employee

Annual Salary

$5,000 per employee

Annual Health Insurance Cost

$73 per employee

Annual Health Cost related with Headaches
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Appendix A.3 - ECM Costing Worksheet for Multi-Tenant Residential Buildings
Maintenance
Cost Model Check
# Coefficients
(Better be > 0)

C = M2 Slope
($/M2)

1 No commissioning

Operating Costs

First Cost Labor
Multipliers

B = Proportion of
Equipment Cost (%)

Installation Cost

A = Constant $

E= Storage Capacity
(kWh)

D = kW Slope
($/kW peak power
output)

D = kW Slope
($/kW power output)

A = Constant $

Technology Number

Technology Name

Design Cost

A = Constant ($)

First Cost Functions Assuming New Construction (Linear models)

Equipment Cost

First Cost Multiplier
for Permutation End
of Life Refurbishment

2005 Projected Data

1.0

0 No commissioning

2 Home-owner Weatherization

$50

1.0

1 Home-owner Weatherization

3 Professional Weatherization

$240

1.0

1 Professional Weatherization

21 No fenestration

0 No fenestration
$364

$450

1.2 $

23 Double Pane

$1,386

$567

1.2 $

24 Double Pane w/ Low-E

$1,813

$567

1.2 $

25 Double Pane w/ Krypton/Argon and Low-E

$2,154

$567

1.2 $

$1,700.00

$956

1.2 $

27 Triple Pane w/ Low-E

$2,127

$956

1.2 $

28 Triple Pane w/ Krypton/Argon and Low-E

$2,468

$956

1.2 $

22 Single Pane

26 Triple Pane

41 No Wall Insulation

$0

42 R-5 Batt Insulation

$300

300

1.3 $

43 R-13 Batt Insulation

$673

$367

1.3 $

$2,978

$653

1.4 $

61 R-5 Batt Insulation

$275

$367

1.2 $

62 R-11 Batt Insulation

$530

$367

1.2 $

63 R-20 Batt Insulation

$775

$367

1.2 $

64 R-40 Batt Insulation

$1,469

$367

1.4 $

65 R-60 Spray Foam Insulation

$7,500

$2,400

1.4 $

$200

1.4 $

44 R-21 Spray Foam Insulation

66 White Roof Coating
67 Intensive Green Roof
81 No Space Heating

$100

$4200

$6,000

1.1 $

$0

1.2 $

83 Nat Gas Boiler (80% AFUE) + Water Radiator

$1,320

$0.03

$725

1.2 $

84 Nat Gas Boiler (90% AFUE) + Water Radiator

$1,540

$0.04

$725

1.2 $

85 Nat Gas Furnace (65% AFUE)

$532

$0.01

$130

1.2 $

86 Nat Gas Furnace (82% AFUE)

$638

$0.01

$130

1.2 $

91 Energy Star Ductless Mini-Split (COP-3.22)
111 No Space Cooling
112 Window Fans

2 Double Pane w/ Krypton/Argon and Low-E
2 Triple Pane
2 Triple Pane w/ Low-E
2 Triple Pane w/ Krypton/Argon and Low-E

30.00
900.00

$745

$0.01

$130

1.2 $

$2,125

$0.02

1.2 $

$2,550.0
3869

$0.02

$1,935

$0.02

265
265
3000
265

$0.02

1.2 $
1.5
1.2 $

160.00
160.00
160.00
160.00
160.00
160.00
160.00
160.00
$1261
180.00

$0
$0

1.2

$431

$0.01

$0

1.2 $

114 Standard Window A/C (COP-2.86)

$479

$39
$0.01

$50

1.2 $

115 Energy Star Window A/C (COP-3.15)

$220

$0.01

$50

1.2 $

116 Energy Star Electric Heat Pump (COP-4.25)

$6,700

$0.03

$600

1.2 $

117 Standard Central DX (COP-3)

$2,730

$0.03

$600

1.3 $

118 Energy Star Central DX (COP-5)

$3,413

$0.03

$600

1.3 $

119 Geothermal Heat Pump (COP-8.8)

$5,804

$0.04

3000

1.3

120 Energy Star Ductless Mini-Split (COP-5.9)

$1,199

$0.03

$600

1.3 $

$0

161 No Ventilation

$0

162 Manual Window Operation

$0

2 R-13 Batt Insulation
2 R-21 Spray Foam Insulation
2 R-5 Batt Insulation
2 R-11 Batt Insulation
#REF!

#REF!
2 R-20 Batt Insulation
2 R-40 Batt Insulation
2 R-60 Spray Foam Insulation
0 White Roof Coating
3 Nat Gas Boiler (70% AFUE) + Water Radiator
3 Nat Gas Boiler (80% AFUE) + Water Radiator
3 Nat Gas Boiler (90% AFUE) + Water Radiator
3 Nat Gas Furnace (65% AFUE)
3 Nat Gas Furnace (82% AFUE)
3 Nat Gas Furnace (95% AFUE)
3 Standard Electric Heat Pump (COP 2)
2 Geothermal Heat Pump (COP-5)
2 Energy Star Ductless Mini-Split (COP-3.22)

#REF!

#REF!
1 No Space Cooling

113 Old Window A/C (COP-2.5)

141 No Dedicated Dehumidification

3 R-5 Batt Insulation

1 No Space Heating

$725

90 Geothermal Heat Pump (COP-5)

2 Double Pane w/ Low-E

1.2
$0.03

89 Energy Star Electric Heat Pump (COP 2.4)

2 Double Pane

1 No Wall Insulation

$1,100

88 Standard Electric Heat Pump (COP 2)

2 Single Pane

1.2

82 Nat Gas Boiler (70% AFUE) + Water Radiator

87 Nat Gas Furnace (95% AFUE)

-

2 Window Fans

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
170.00
170.00
$1261
150.00

3 Old Window A/C (COP-2.5)
3 Standard Window A/C (COP-2.86)
3 Energy Star Window A/C (COP-3.15)
3 Energy Star Electric Heat Pump (COP-4.25)
3 Standard Central DX (COP-3)
3 Energy Star Central DX (COP-5)
3 Geothermal Heat Pump (COP-8.8)
3 Energy Star Ductless Mini-Split (COP-5.9)
1 No Dedicated Dehumidification
1 No Ventilation
1 Manual Window Operation

$6,225
$0

$625

1.5 $

192 Thermostats

$45

$56

1.1 $

-

2 Thermostats

193 Setback Thermostats

$35

$73

1.1 $

-

2 Setback Thermostats

$142

$52

1.1 $

-

2 Programmable Thermostats

$12,000

$3,000

1.2 $

213 Refrigerant Piping

$541

$526

1.2 $

214 Central Ducting

$720

$540

1.2 $

27.44

163 Heat Recovery Ventilator
191 No Building Controls

194 Programmable Thermostats
211 No Heating Distribution
212 Hydronic Piping

231 No Cooling Distribution

$0

$0
$3,000

1.2 $

$541

$526

1.2 $

234 Central Ducting

$720

$540

1.2 $

$900

1.1 $

253 Permanent Overhangs

$1,200

$125

1.1 $

271 No Lighting Equipment

$0

272 Incandescent Lighting

$40

1.0 $

273 Compact Fluorescent Lighting

$67

1.0 $

$404

$

292 Switches
293 Passive Lighting Controls (Occupancy Sensors)
294 Occupancy Master Control

333 Standard Hot Water Heater with Low-Flow Fixtures
351 No Large Plug Loads

-

1 Incandescent Lighting
1 Compact Fluorescent Lighting
1 LED Lighting
1 Switches

$2,500.0

$250

1.2 $

-

2 Passive Lighting Controls (Occupancy Sensors)
2 Occupancy Master Control
1 No Cooking Equipment
1 No Water Heating Equipment

$869.00

$250

$969

$250

$
$

132.00
132.00

$0
$1,256

353 Energy Star Equipment and Appliances

$1,171

$0

$0

$

-

371 No Small Plug Loads

$0

$
$

20.35
-

$0

2 Energy Star Equipment and Appliances
2 Occupancy Master Control
1 No Small Plug Loads

372 Standard Plugs and Distribution

$119

$181.7

373 Passive Plug Controls (Smart Power Strips)

$280

$0
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2 Standard Hot Water Heater with Low-Flow Fixtures
1 Standard Equipment and Appliances

$1,570

$0

2 Standard Hot Water Heater and Piping
1 No Large Plug Loads

354 Occupancy Master Control

374 Occupancy Master Control

2 Central Ducting

1 No Lighting Controls
1.2 $

352 Standard Equipment and Appliances

2 Refrigerant Piping

2 Permanent Overhangs

1.2
$69

$0

2 Hydronic Piping

1 No Lighting Equipment

$278.0

331 No Water Heating Equipment

2 Central Ducting

2 Interior Blinds

$0

$0

332 Standard Hot Water Heater and Piping

-

1.0

$66

311 No Cooking Equipment

2 Refrigerant Piping

1 No Passive Lighting

$6,012

291 No Lighting Controls

21.04

$0

252 Interior Blinds

274 LED Lighting

2 Hydronic Piping

1 No Cooling Distribution

$2,280

251 No Passive Lighting

2 Heat Recovery Ventilator
1 No Building Controls

1 No Heating Distribution

233 Refrigerant Piping

232 Hydronic Piping

390.50

2 Standard Plugs and Distribution
2 Passive Plug Controls (Smart Power Strips)
1 Occupancy Master Control
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